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General Introduction  

 Protein tyrosine phosphorylation is a major intracellular signaling 
mechanism regulating many biological processes. Protein tyrosine kinases 
(PTKs), responsible for the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues, and protein 
tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs), which dephosphorylate them, work tightly 
together to control a broad spectrum of physiological processes. Since the 
discovery that PTP1B could be a potential drug target in diabetes and obesity, 
and that disruption of PTPs are underlying causes of human disease, more 
attention has been given to understanding the roles and regulation of PTPs, 
particularly in vertebrates (Tonks, 2006).

RPTPs and the R3 subfamily 
The PTP superfamily of enzymes is divided into the ‘classical’, 

phosphotyrosine (pTyr)-specific phosphatases and the dual specificity 
phosphatases (DSPs) that dephosphorylate pSer, pThr and pTyr. All PTP 
enzymes have the protein tyrosine phosphatase domain (PTP domain) in 
common which contains the phosphatase catalytic activity with the active 
site sequence VHCSXGXGR[T/S]G, also called the PTP signature motif or the 
PTP loop (Andersen et al., 2001). The classical PTPs encompass cytosolic and 
transmembrane receptor PTP (RPTP) enzymes. Based on protein alignment 
of the PTP sequences, 17 subfamilies are defined among the classical PTPs; 
9 cytoplasmic (NR1-NR9) and 8 RPTP (R1-R8). Whereas the cytoplasmic 
domains characterized by the PTP domain are conserved in all classical PTPs, 
the sequences outside the PTP domain are highly divergent and consist of 
a variety of different structural motifs (Fig. 1). The extracellular domains of 
the RPTPs encode tandem arrays of different functional domains, including 
immunoglobulin domains (Ig), fibronectin type-III domains (FNIII), MAM 
domains and carbonic anhydrase domains.  Whereas most of the RPTPs 
have two tandem PTP domains, the R3 subfamily is characterized by one 
single PTP domain and a large ectodomain composed of many FNIII. In this 
review, we focus on the R3 subfamily of PTPs, including SAP-1 (also called 
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RPTPH), VE-PTP (called as well PTPβ), GLEPP-1, PTPS31, and Dep1 (also 
called CD148, PTPeta and RPTPJ). We present the recent developments in 
our understanding of R3 subfamily member regulation and function as well 
as their implications in diseases. 

Fig. 1. Classification of the Receptor Protein-Tyrosine Phosphatases members. RPTP family is characterized 

by eight subfamily R1-R8. The classification is mainly done based on the sequences in the extracellular 

domain. The different domains are indicated in the key on the right panel. FNIII-like, fibronectin type III-

like; Ig-like, immunoglobulin-like; MAM, conserved domain, initially identified in Meprin, A5 and Mu 

proteins; CA-like, carbonic anhydrase-like; PTP, protein tyrosine phosphatase. 
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Regulation by dimerization
While it is well established that ligand binding to protein tyrosine 

kinases induces dimerization (Heldin, 1995) and kinase activation, regulation 
of RPTPs is poorly understood. On the cell surface, RPTPα protein are found as 
dimers facilitating the modulation of catalytic activity (Jiang et al., 2000). The 
crystal structure of the membrane proximal PTP domain of RPTPα indicated 
that dimerization induced inhibition and this led to the identification of a 
new inhibitory motif, a helix-turn-helix wedge element. The wedge motif 
from one monomer is inserted into the catalytic cleft of the other monomer 
thereby blocking access for substrates to the catalytic site, thus inhibiting its 
catalytic activity. Based on the protein alignment, it is shown that the wedge 
element is highly conserved throughout PTP members, including VE-PTP 
and Dep1 RPTPs (Bilwes et al., 1996). Another RPTP, CD45, is found to form 
dimers independently of its extracellular domain, since substitution of its 
ectodomain by the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) ectodomain 
results in EGF-induced inhibition (Desai et al., 1993). Using mutants of the 
EGFR-CD45 chimera, Weiss and co-workers demonstrated that the wedge 
is essential for dimerization-induced inhibition of EGFR-CD45 (Majeti 
et al., 1998). Although evidence for dimerization has been obtained for a 
number of RPTPs with two tandem PTP domains, very little is known about 
RPTPs with single PTP domains, such as members of the R3 subfamily. 
Overexpression of SAP-1 results in stable homodimer formation through its 
FNIII ectodomain, resulting in inactivation (Walchli et al., 2005). Importantly, 
the PTP domain of SAP-1 is not required for dimerization. The odd number 
of cysteine residues in the ectodomain of SAP-1 is essential for dimerization, 
because of disulphide bond formation. As a result, regulation of SAP-1 by 
homodimerization is unique within the R3 subfamily members. VE-PTP 
does not dimerize under these conditions and the ectodomain of Dep1 
does not contain an odd number of cysteines, suggesting that Dep1 does 
not form dimers like SAP-1. Interestingly, new results challenge this idea. 
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Monovalent and bivalent antibodies, recognizing the ectodomain of human 
Dep1 have different effects on endothelial cell growth and angiogenesis 
(Takahashi et al., 2006). Only the bivalent antibody inhibits endothelial cell 
growth, suggesting that Dep1 activity is regulated by dimerization. In this 
context, Dep1 dimerization leads to its activation. Taken together, regulation 
by dimerization is described for various RPTPs including Dep1. Depending 
on the cellular context, dimerization may lead to inhibition or activation of 
PTP activity. 

Regulation by oxidation 
 Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are induced by many stimuli, such 
as growth factors, cytokines and ultraviolet light. Growth factor signalling 
pathway, such as EGF and PDGF, are dependent on ROS production (Bae et 
al., 1997; Sundaresan et al., 1995). Evidence has been accumulating that ROS 
are crucial for PTP signalling. For instance, epidermal growth factor (EGF)-
induced ROS production coincides with the inhibition of PTP1B activity (Bae 
et al., 1997). The highly conserved active site cysteines of PTP domains have 
a low pKa value due to their micro environment which makes them highly 
susceptible to oxidation (Zhang and Dixon, 1993). To date, many PTPs have 
been shown to be oxidized after treatment with oxidizing agents (Bae et al., 
1997; den Hertog et al., 2005). Oxidation of the cysteine residue impedes 
the PTPs from dephophorylating their targets, thereby inactivating them. 
Furthermore, RPTPα forms stable dimers upon oxidation and these dimers 
lead to inactivation of RPTPα (Blanchetot et al., 2002). Upon oxidation, a 
change in rotational coupling is observed in the extracellular domain (van der 
Wijk et al., 2003). Furthermore, the membrane-distal PTP domain (RPTPα-
D2) shows sensitivity to oxidation that leads to a conformational change as 
shown by FRET analysis (Blanchetot et al., 2002). This sensitivity was found 
to be strongly dependent on the catalytic cysteine of RPTPα-D2 (Cys723) 
since a RPTPα-D2C/S mutant abolishes this effect. Oxidation of Cys723 
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results in a conformational change in the RPTPα-D2 domain which triggers 
the formation of a disulphide bond between the active site cysteine residues 
of the D2 domains, thereby stabilizing the inactive dimer (van der Wijk et al., 
2003). Therefore, the high sensitivity of Cys723 suggests that the D2 domain 
may function as a redox sensor. Oxidation induced inhibition by dimerization 
is also found for RPTPμ (Groen et al, 2005). Dep-1 protein has been shown 
to be partially inactivated by oxidation after UV radiation suggesting the 
same mechanism of regulation (Gross et al., 1999). Even though it seems that 
RPTPs might generally be regulated by oxidation, further work needs to be 
done on RPTPs with only one single PTP domain.

Regulation by ligand binding
 Many RPTPs display features of an immunoglobin (Ig)-superfamily 
cell-adhesion molecule (CAM), possessing extracellular segments that 
comprise Ig and FNIII domains. It is tempting to speculate that the RPTPs 
function as receptors, transducing signals across the membrane by binding 
extracellular ligands. Even though cellular changes have been observed 
upon ligand binding of RPTPs (Hermiston et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 2006; 
Meng et al., 2000; O’Grady et al., 1998), it is not clear if catalytic activity is 
modified after ligand binding and if this effect is mediated by dimerization. 
The FNIII domains from the extracellular region of Dep1 bind to MatrigelTM, 
a preparation of extracellular proteins secreted by Englebreth-Holm-Swarm 
mouse sarcoma (Sorby et al., 2001). The binding of Dep1 to MatrigelTM  leads 
to increased Dep1 catalytic activity, in immunoprecipitation-PTP assays, 
suggesting that the activating modification persists after immunoprecipitation. 
Moreover, treatment of immunoprecipitated Dep1 with MatrigelTM leads to 
activation of catalytic activity indicating that these effects are direct. The 
nature of the activating mechanism and the identity of the ligand remain to 
be determined. 
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Substrates and interactive partners in cell cultures
A human gastric carcinoma cell line has been examined for the 

expression of PTPs to learn more about proteins involved in gastrointestinal 
cancers. One of the clones, mentioned in the previous section, encoded 
stomach-cancer associated PTP or SAP-1 (Matozaki et al., 1994). SAP-1 has 
eight FNIII domains, a transmembrane region and one single cytoplasmic 
PTP domain. SAP-1 is found to bind directly to the tyrosine kinase Lck and 
dephosphorylate it in human Jurkat T cells (Ito et al., 2003). Thus, SAP-1 
is described to inhibit TCR signaling activation by direct inhibition of Lck. 
With the use of a substrate-trapping approach (Flint et al., 1997), p130Cas , 
a phosphotyrosyl protein, has also been shown to be a direct substrate of 
SAP-1 (Noguchi et al., 2001). The protein p130Cas  is involved in cell motility as 
a component of the integrin signalling pathway and mediates the assembly 
of focal adhesions (FAs) (Panetti, 2002). Consistent with this, overexpression 
of SAP-1 disrupts actin stress fibers and FAs and inhibits cell migration. 
Moreover, SAP-1 catalytic activity is enhanced in highly confluent cell 
culture and conversely is downregulated in low confluent cell culture and in 
suspension cells, suggesting a role for SAP-1 in cell growth arrest (Noguchi 
et al., 2001). In addition, SAP-1 has been shown to efficiently activate c-Src 
(Walchli et al., 2005). 

Table. 1. Substrates, interactive partners and cellular mechanisms known to be related to SAP-1. 
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Finally, fibroblast cells overexpressing SAP-1 enter into apoptosis, 
possibly by two distinct mechanisms: by inhibition of the survival signalling 
pathway mediated by PI3 kinase, Akt and ILK and secondly by activation of 
a proapoptotic pathway (Takada et al., 2002) (Table. 1). 

 Null mutations in the receptor tyrosine kinases Tie-2 and FLk-1, which 
are specifically expressed in endothelial cells (ECs), leads to an embryonic 
lethal vasculature phenotype (Dumont et al., 1994; Shalaby et al., 1995; Suri 
et al., 1996) Fachinger and coworkers (1999) subsequently identified EC-
specific PTPs that are presumably very important for EC function as well. 
By performing a PCR screen of a murine brain capillary cDNA library and 
reverse transcribed mRNA of bEND5 endothelioma cells, they identified a 
vascular endothelial-PTP (VE-PTP) as an orthologue of the human RPTPβ 
(Fachinger et al., 1999; Krueger et al., 1990). The human homologue of VE-
PTP is upregulated with increasing cell density in cultured ECs suggesting a 
role in contact inhibition of cell growth (Gaits et al., 1995). Using a substrate 
trapping mutant of VE-PTP, the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) Tie-2 co-
precipitates with VE-PTP whereas VEGFR-2 does not (Fachinger et al., 1999). 
Tyrosine phosphorylation of Tie-2 is increased when the cysteine mutant or 
trapping mutant form of VE-PTP is co-transfected and is lowered after co-
transfection of wild-type VE-PTP, suggesting that the RTK Tie-2 is a specific 
substrate for VE-PTP and thus that Tie-2 is inactivated by it (Fachinger et al., 
1999). Furthermore, VE-PTP associates with VE-cadherin (Nawroth et al., 
2002) through its extracellular domain and induces, most likely via another 
unknown RPTP and with the help of VEGFR-2, dephosphorylation of VE-
cadherin, thereby strengthening intercellular contacts (Nawroth et al., 2002). 
Therefore, VE-PTP seems to be involved in the regulation of cadherin-catenin 
complexes important for the stability of endothelial cells (Table.2). 
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Human Dep1 was isolated from a HeLa cell library and it Dep1 
contains eight FNIII repeats in its ectodomain, a transmembrane region 
and one single PTP domain. Dep1 expression and activity is dramatically 
increased in dense cultures compared to sparse cultures, hence the name 
density-enhanced PTP1 or Dep1 (Ostman et al., 1994). Many studies describe 
Dep1 as an inhibitor of cell proliferation (Borges et al., 1996; Honda et al., 
1994; Kellie et al., 2004; Kuramochi et al., 1996). There are several potential 
downstream targets for activated Dep1. The activated platelet-derived 
growth factor (PDGF) β-receptor is shown to be tyrosine dephosphorylated 
in several sites, but not with the same affinity (Persson et al., 2002). Several 
aspects of PDGF β-receptor signalling are downregulated after induction 
of Dep1 expression (Jandt et al., 2003). Indeed, Dep1 dramatically inhibits 
the binding of PLCγ1 to the PDGF-receptor. The tyrosine kinase Erk1/2 and 
Ras activation are reduced in Dep1 expressing cells and to a lower extent 
PI3 kinase-Akt/PKB activation as well. In Jurkat T cells, Dep1 inhibits TCR-
mediated activation and may act by dephosphorylating LAT and PLCγ1 
(Baker et al., 2001; Tangye et al., 1998a; Tangye et al., 1998b). Using the 
substrate trapping method on lysates of a human breast tumor cell line, Palka 

Table. 2. Substrates, interactive partners and cellular mechanisms known to be related to VE-PTP.
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et al have identified the HGF/SF receptor Met (Palka et al., 2003). The PTK Met 
is preferentially dephosphorylated by Dep1 in the COOH-terminal domain, 
responsible for recruitement of signalling and adapter molecules, as well as 
in a Gab1 binding site, but not in the sites controlling Met kinase activity. 
This suggests that Dep1 functions in modulating particular signalling events 
during morphogenesis events induced by Met. A component of adherens 
junction, p120ctn is also described to be a substrate of Dep1 (Holsinger 
et al., 2002; Palka et al., 2003). Consistent with a role for Dep1 in cell-cell 
junctions via dephosphorylating p120ctn , endogenous Dep1 localizes at cell 
junctions similarly to p120ctn (Holsinger et al., 2002). Furthermore, Dep1 is 
observed to inhibit phosphorylation of the tyrosine kinase, VEGF receptor 
2 (VEGFR-2) specifically in confluent endothelial cells (Lampugnani et al., 
2006). In confluent cells, VE-cadherin together with β-catenin, inhibit VEGF-
induced proliferation by clustering with VEGFR-2 at intercellular junctions 
and encountering Dep1 which dephosphorylates VEGFR-2 (Lampugnani et 
al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 1999) (Table.3). 

Table. 3. Substrates, interactive partners and cellular mechanisms known to be related to Dep1.
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Whereas several cell culture experiments have provided insights into 
the role of SAP-1, VE-PTP and Dep1, very little is known about the other R3 
subfamily members. 

Lessons from invertebrates
 The fruitfly Drosophila has been extensively used to study type R2a 
and R3 subfamily members during axonogenesis and synapse formation. 
The two homologues of R2a Lar subfamiliy members are Dlar and DPTP69D 
which are both expressed exclusively in the nervous system and subsets of 
axons in Drosophila (Krueger et al., 1996; Tian et al., 1991; Yang et al., 1991). 
In Drosophila, DPTP69D or Dlar mutants have partially penetrant motor 
axon guidance defects whereby motor axons are either unable to reach their 
muscle targets or follow incorrect pathways (Desai et al., 1996; Krueger et 
al., 1996). Four members of the R3 subfamily have been found in Drosophila 
(DPTP99A, DPTP10D, DPTP52F and DPTP4E). They all have FNIII domains 
in the ectodomain and a single PTP domain (with the exception of DPTP99A 
which has two PTP domains). Interestingly, single mutants for DPTP99A and 
DPTP10D have no obvious phenotype, whereas when they are combined 
with the DPTP69D mutant allele, the resulting defects in the CNS are more 
highly penetrant and more severe (Desai et al., 1996; Krueger et al., 1996; 
Sun et al., 2000). DPTP10D and DPTP69D have been found to function as 
positive regulators of Slit/Roundabout repulsive signaling (Sun et al., 2000). 
Furthermore, mutation in DPTP52F causes multiple CNS and axon guidance 
defects which are rescued in DPTP52F/Dlar double mutants (Schindelholz et 
al., 2001). In conclusion, these studies provide evidence for both competitive 
and cooperative interactions between the same or different subfamilies of 
RPTPs. In addition, R3 subfamily members are involved in axon guidance 
sensing extracellular guidance cues such as the Slit/Roundabout proteins. 
 In C. elegans, Dep1 is the only RPTP in the genome that contains 
the arrangement that defines the R3 subfamily. (Berset et al., 2005). It has 
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three FNIII domains in the ectodomain, a transmembrane region and one 
single PTP domain. Berset et al. performed a genetic screen for mutants with 
defects in cell fate specification during vulva development. A double mutant 
dep1(lf); lip-1(lf) shows defects in the cell fate of vulva precursor cells and in 
the excretory system (the dual-specificity phosphatase LIP-1 is homologous 
to the vertebrate MKP-3). The mutation found in the dep1 locus is situated 
in the PTP domain upstream of the catalytic site cysteine. Dep1 inhibits the 
primary cell fate specification in the future secondary cells by induction of 
the transcription of a set of inhibitors of the EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling 
pathway. The lack of Dep1 in C.elegans causes prolonged EGFR/RAS/MAPK 
signaling resulting in defects in cell specification. Notch signaling participates 
in cell determination of the secondary cells in vulva development as well, 
and acts in parallel to Dep1. 

Lessons from vertebrate development
GLEPP1

Dysfunction of the glomerular filter in the kidney, which results 
in leakage of protein from blood into the urine causing morbidity and 
mortality, is associated with “fusion” of the podocyte foot processes (Zoja 
et al., 2006). To gain insight into these diseases, Thomas and coworkers 
have used a monoclonal antibody which binds relatively specifically to 
the podocyte, thereby identifying new proteins possibly involved in renal 
glomerular epithelial cell function in rabbit (Thomas et al., 1994). By this 
method they found a RPTP designated “glomerular epithelial protein 1” or 
GLEPP1 (also called PTPRO in human) characterized by eight FNIII domains 
in the ectodomain, a transmembrane segment and one single PTP domain. 
GLEPP1 expression in the apical membranes of podocytes and especially 
on the surfaces of foot processes has later been confirmed in human and 
mouse (Thomas et al., 1994; Tian et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2000; Wiggins et al., 
1995). Several studies present evidence for GLEPP1 being a useful marker 
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for glomerular injury in rat, rabbits and humans (Sharif et al., 1998; Tian 
et al., 2007; Wiggins et al., 1995; Yang et al., 1996). Mice with a mutation in 
the GLEPP1 gene are viable and fertile but shows abnormal morphology 
of podocyte and foot processes associated with altered distribution of the 
podocyte intermediate cytoskeletal protein, vimentin, and a reduction in the 
glomerular content of nephrin, a major podocyte intercellular junction protein 
(Fig.2A, B) (Wharram et al., 2000). Despite a reduced glomerular filtration 
rate, homozygous mutant mice do not have increased urinary protein even 
under the conditions of reduced kidney mass. However, after removal of 
one or more kidney, mutant mice have hypertension which is not observed 
in wild-type littermates. These results suggest that GLEPP1 regulates foot-
process morphology, possibly by regulating cytoskeletal rearrangement, 
and that hypertension is caused by defects in the control of the glomerular 
pressure/filtration rate relationship due to abnormal podocyte morphology. 

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of altered glomeruli of GLEPP1 KO mice. In siblings (A), the foot 

processes of glomerular epithelial cells (podocytes) are regular and finger-like in appearance and form an 

interdigitating network. (B) In contrast, the major processes of GLEPP1 KO were blunted and widened 

thus appearing amoeboid. The shorter foot processes are broader, shorter and less distinct. The short 

foot processes are indicated by an arrowhead and the major foot processes by an arrow. Adapted from 

Wharram et al. 2000.
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SAP-1
SAP-1 expression in normal human tissue is found in liver and 

brain and at lower level in heart and stomach but not detected in pancreas 
and colon. There is no information yet on the role of SAP-1 in vertebrate 
development. 
VE-PTP

Mouse VE-PTP mRNA is expressed in adult brain and to a higher level 
in the heart, lung and endothelial cells (ECs). During mouse development, VE-
PTP is found in the cardiovascular system and in the vascular endothelium 
with expression being higher in the arteries (Baumer et al., 2006; Dominguez 
et al., 2007; Fachinger et al., 1999). In neurons and glial cells, no VE-PTP 
expression has been detected (Fachinger et al., 1999). Two different VE-PTP 
mutant mouse studies clearly show the importance of this PTP in angiogenesis 
(Baumer et al., 2006; Dominguez et al., 2007). In both studies, at E8.5, when 
the vasculature consists primarily of a simple plexus, there are no differences 
between homozygous mutants and their littermates. However, by E10 and 
E10.5, the harvested embryos are dead. At E9.5, the yolk sac appears wrinkled 
and PECAM-1 immunohistochemistry on the yolk sac and allantois suggest 
the lack of mature or remodeled blood vessels in mutant embryos. Instead, 
the primitive plexus has merged together, leading to enlarged vessels and 
almost to complete separation of the endoderm and mesoderm layers which 
are barely interconnected by tight junctions (Fig.3A, B). However, even with 
this severe morphological defect, the endothelial cells lining the entire surface 
of the endoderm and mesoderm layer are not affected, suggesting that VE-
PTP is not necessary for ECs themselves (Fig.3C, D). In addition, increased 
proliferation of ECs is not the cause of enlarged and fused ECs (Baumer et 
al., 2006). VE-PTP has been reported to inhibit the RTK Tie-2 (Fachinger et 
al., 1999) and, surprisingly, Tie-2 mutant mice display similar angiogenesis 
defects to VE-PTP KO mice (Sato et al., 1995). 
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Why the deletion of VE-PTP that negatively regulates the Tie-2 
signaling pathway results in similar defects as the loss of function of Tie-2, 
is unknown. Further studies are necessary to evaluate more precisely if 
indeed the absence of VE-PTP in mice affects Tie-2 functions. Finally, it is 
worth emphasizing that the VE-PTP mutant mice generated by Baumer et al. 
still have expression of a truncated form of VE-PTP including the 16 FNIII 
domains but lacking the membrane-proximal extracellular FNIII domain, the 
transmembrane region and the cytoplasmic domain, whereas in the mutant 
mice generated by Dominguez et al, there is apparently no VE-PTP protein 
(Baumer et al., 2006; Dominguez et al., 2007). Since these two mouse models 
display similar phenotypes, we conclude that the mutant expressing FNIII 
domains 1-16 behaves like a null mutant. 

Fig. 3. Vascular defect 

in yolk sacs of VE-PTP 

KO mice embryos. 

(A-B) Whole-

mount PECAM-1 

immunostaining at 

E9.5 showing the lack 

of normal mature 

vessels in mutant 

embryos (B) compared 

with heterozygous 

embryos (A) which 

has an organized branched network of vessels (red arrowheads). In VE-PTP KO embryos (B), the 

endoderm and mesoderm layers are barely interconnected by tight junctions (blue arrowheads) and 

the entire surface is lined with PECAM-1 positive ECs (red arrowheads). (C-D) PECAM-1/hematoxylin/

eosin staining of E9.5 yolk sac cross sections. The primary vascular plexus of VE-PTP KO embryos is 

merged together (D) compared with VE-PTP HET (C). The red arrowhead points to vessels and the blue 

arrowhead to mesoderme/endoderm junction. (PECAM-1 - platelet/Endothelial cell adhesion molecule 

1 - CD-31) Adapted from Dominguez et al. 2006
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Dep1
 A mutant mouse in which part of the Dep1 PTP domain is replaced 
by Green Fluorescent sequence (Dep1-GFP) and has an intact ectodomain 
and transmembrane region, has been generated (Takahashi et al., 2003). 
Homozygous Dep1-GFP mice die at 10.5 days of gestation. Expression of 
Dep1 protein is found in embryonic vasculature including the dorsal aorta, 
intersomitic vessels and yolk sac vessels. The endocardium and myocardium 
is also positively stained as well as the midgut epithelium. Mortality in 
Dep1-GFP mice is associated with the collapse of the dorsal aorta, enlarged 
intersomitic vessels, failure of remodeling of the primary vascular plexus to 
mature vessels and abnormal heart development (Fig.4A, B). 

Fig. 4. Vascular development defects of 

Dep1-GFP mice embryos. (A-B) Sagittal 

sections of whole-mount PECAM-1 

immunostaining of E9.0 embryos. Dep1-

GFP homozygous embryos shows collapse 

dorsal aorta (B) compared with siblings 

embryos (A). (C-D) Cross sections of 

yolk sac of embryos at E9.5 to 10.5 (inset). 

Dep1-GFP mutant embryos display 

enlarged vessels and the endoderm and 

mesoderm layer are scarcely connected 

by junctions (D) compared with siblings 

(C). (E) Quantification of endothelial cells 

of the yolk sac labelled for Ki67, a nuclear 

protein expressed in proliferative cells. 

The Dep1-GFP mutant yolk sac vessels 

display higher mitotic activity than 

siblings. (da) dorsal aorta; (en) endoderm; 

(me) mesoderm; (so) somite. Adapted 

from Takahashi et al. 2003.
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Consistent with a role for Dep1 in inhibiting cell proliferation, an increased 
number of proliferative endothelial cells are seen (Fig.4E). The yolk sac 
appears wrinkled and the endothelial-mesodermal layer is kept together 
by scarce tight junctions as in the VE-PTP knock out mice described above 
(Fig.4C, D). By in situ hybridization, Takahashi and coworkers observed an 
important reduction in Endoglin expression. Indeed, Endoglin-deficient 
mice display similar defects in vasculogenesis remodeling (Bourdeau et al., 
1999; Li et al., 1999). However, some aspects of the phenotype are distinct. 
Whereas inhibition of Dep1 enhances endothelial proliferation, suppression 
of Endoglin inhibits endothelial cell growth, suggesting that Dep1 and 
Endoglin have dependent and independent roles in mouse development. 
The exact cause of the mortility in Dep1-GFP mice is so far not entirely clear. 
However, surprisingly, a second Dep1 mutant mouse study, in which three 
exons encoding part of the ectodomain are deleted, thus generating a null 
allele, results in viable and fertile mutant mice (Dep1-null) (Trapasso et al., 
2006). The exact cause of the difference is not known yet, but it is noteworthy 
that RPTPs are highly redundant as has been highlighted by work done in 
the fruitfly (see above). Therefore it might be that another RPTP takes over in 
Dep1-null mice. Alternatively, the Dep1-GFP mutant phenotype could result 
from a dominant negative activity of the Dep1-GFP protein. Indeed, the Dep1-
GFP protein encompasses the entire juxtamembrane domain, including the 
wedge motif which may have a dominant inhibitory effect. This model may 
explain the difference observed between the two Dep1 mutant mice studies.

R3 subfamily members in diseases
Aberrant regulation of PTP expression and activity has been found 

in a number of cancers and autoimmune diseases. So far, Dep1 is the only 
R3 family member that is described as a tumor suppressor. There is evidence 
that SAP-1 is important in carcinogenesis but the mechanism of this is not 
clear yet. VE-PTP is presented as a potential therapeutic target against 
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angiogenesis in tumors. Finally, in vitro studies have shown the involvement 
of Dep1 and SAP-1 in the inhibition of TCR activation indicating a possible 
function in autoimmunity response.

 It has been found that the Dep1 genotype affects human colon, lung, 
breast and thyroid carcinogenesis (Iuliano et al., 2004; Ruivenkamp et al., 
2002). Loss of heterozygosity and missense mutations in Dep1 are frequent 
in these cancers. In addition, Dep1 is a candidate for the mouse colon-cancer 
susceptibility locus Scc1 (Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). How Dep1 influences 
carcinogenesis as a tumor suppressor is still unknown. Many studies on 
cancer cell lines show that restoration of Dep1 function inhibits the growth 
of various cancer cell lines and of PSN1 xenograft tumors (Balavenkatraman 
et al., 2006; Iuliano et al., 2003; Keane et al., 1996; Trapasso et al., 2004). 
Importantly, the catalytic activity is necessary for inhibiting cell proliferation 
in cancer cell lines (Balavenkatraman et al., 2006; Trapasso et al., 2004). The 
polymorphism and missense mutations found in cancer specimens were 
mainly detected in the extracellular segment of Dep1, highlighting the 
importance of the FNIII domains for normal Dep1 function (Ruivenkamp et 
al., 2002). Further studies on the effect of these mutations might be interesting 
to help us understand more about the role of Dep1 in carcinogenesis. In 
malignant rat thyroid cells and in human thyroid carcinomas, re-expression 
of Dep1 and the resulting growth inhibition was associated with increased 
p27kip1 protein levels, decreased Erk1/2 activity and reduced phosphorylation 
levels of PLCγ1 (Iuliano et al., 2003; Trapasso et al., 2000). This observation 
begins to give us an insight into how Dep1 acts downstream in cancer cell 
lines and is also consistent with observed data from cell culture experiments. 
Together with Dep1, Glepp1 is also described to be a tumor suppressor, as 
its promoter was seen to be regulated by hypermethylation of CpG sites in 
hepatocellular carcinoma and lung cancer (Motiwala et al., 2003; Motiwala et 
al., 2004). 

 The human RPTP SAP-1 has been known to be involved in human 
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colorectal cancers form the moment of its discovery, since SAP-1 was first 
cloned from human gastric cancer cell lines. SAP-1 increased expression 
is described in pancreas and in colorectal cancer cells lines (Matozaki et 
al., 1994). Consistent with this, SAP-1 expression is enhanced in colorectal 
adenocarcinomas compared to colorectal adenoma specimens and to 
normal tissue (Seo et al., 1997). Therefore, SAP-1 is described as a candidate 
oncogene which may act by activating Src in colon cancer. Proliferative and 
differentiating markers are essential to further characterize SAP-1 function 
in colon cancer. In contrast to this, in human hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC), SAP-1 expression inversely correlates with the aggressiveness of 
HCC, leading to the conclusion that SAP-1 is in fact a tumor suppressor 
(Nagano et al., 2003). This hypothesis is reinforced by results showing 
that SAP-1 expression is induced in differentiating breast cancer lines 
similarly to Dep1 (Keane et al., 1996). In addition, overexpression of SAP-1 
in advanced HCC derived cell lines induces disruption of the actin-based 
cytoskeleton, and inhibition of cell migration and proliferation (Nagano et 
al., 2003). Concerning the mechanism by which SAP-1 inhibits cell migration 
in HCC cell lines, based on cell culture studies it is proposed that SAP-1 
inhibits integrin-mediated signaling by dephosphorylating p130cas, thereby 
disrupting actin stress fibers and focal adhesions and ultimately inhibiting 
cell growth and proliferation. It might be of interest to study apoptosis/cell 
survival signaling in HCC cell lines as well. Indeed, SAP-1 has also been 
shown to inhibit cell survival (Takada et al., 2002). The mitogenic action 
of integrins works through the promotion of cell survival (Giancotti and 
Ruoslahti, 1999). Thus, SAP-1 might inhibit cell proliferation on two fronts; 
by inactivating the growth-promoting and the survival promoting signals 
of integrin-mediated cell adhesion. In conclusion, these studies indicate that 
SAP-1 could be very important in carcinogenesis. However, the exact role 
played by SAP-1 in this disease is still unclear. 

 The RPTP VE-PTP is found to be expressed almost exclusively in 
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endothelial cells from embryos and in more mature vessels from adults, 
suggesting a role in angiogenesis and vessel maintenance in adults. 
Angiogenesis and maintenance of vessels are crucial for tumor growth in 
adults. Thus, it is important to find key factors which control these processes. 
Dominguez et al have shown that the resulting tumor vessels induced by the 
implantation of lung carcinoma cells into the flanks of mice, clearly expressed 
VE-PTP (Fig.5A) (Dominguez et al., 2007). This implicates VE-PTP as a 
regulator of angiogenesis during cancer development and it may therefore 
represent a novel therapeutic target for the inhibition of tumor growth. 

 Chronic inflammation is often accompanied by pathological 
angiogenesis and can be the underlying cause of many diseases such as cancer, 
arthritis and atherosclerosis, amongst others. Local inflammation involves 
increased permeability of tight junctions followed by the transendothelial 
migration of leukocytes from the blood vessel to the tissue. The Angiopoietin-1 
and its endothelial receptor Tie-2 have been shown to antagonize this process 
(Jain and Munn, 2000). In vitro and in vivo studies have implicated VE-PTP 
in the regulation of vascular endothelial maintenance by inhibiting the Tie-2 
receptor kinases (Fachinger et al., 1999). This suggests a potential role for 
VE-PTP as a drug target in inflammation, as an inhibitor of transendothelial 
migration, and in the related pathologic angiogenesis. 

Fig. 5. Expression of VE-PTP in vessels in 

Lewis lung carcinoma tumors implanted into 

the flanks of mice. (A) Whole-mount β-gal 

staining shows that VE-PTP is expressed in 

the newly formed tumor blood vessels (blue 

arrowheads). Adapted from Dominguez et al. 

2006.
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 Atherosclerosis, which is caused by lesions in the walls of arteries, due 
in large part to the deposition of lipoproteins and resulting in the formation of 
atheromatous plaques on the inner layer of the artery. The formation of these 
plaques involves endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) 
and inflammatory cells. The effect of repetitive lesions in the endothelial cells 
causes the enlargement of the vessel wall and the narrowing of the lumen, 
ultimately leading to its obstruction. Atheromatous plaque formation 
is also an important secondary effect in patients who have had surgical 
interventions, such as angioplasty. Treatment of damaged vessel walls may 
be possible by inhibiting positive regulators of PDGFR signalling which is 
necessary for VSMC proliferation and migration. Another way of treating 
atherogenesis is by blocking PTPs which act as inhibitors of endothelial cell 
proliferation to induce re-endothelialization more rapidly, thus reducing 
the inflammatory response. Recently, Dep1 expression has been reported to 
change during neointima formation, characterize by the narrowing of the 
lumen due to the accumulation of collagen and extracellular matrix proteins, 
and VSMCs proliferation (Persson et al., 2004). This observation is consistent 
with its role as a negative regulator of PDGFR signalling (Jandt et al., 2003; 
Persson et al., 2002). This work strengthens the notion that PTP activation is 
important for drug development for atherosclerosis treatment and related 
diseases (Fig.6).

 We described above that Dep1 and SAP-1 act as inhibitors of T-cell 
activation (Baker et al., 2001; Ito et al., 2003; Tangye et al., 1998a; Tangye et 
al., 1998b) and we may imagine a role for these two RPTPs in autoimmune 
disease. Until now, there is no direct evidence supporting this idea, but, 
another RPTP has been shown to be involved. A missense mutation in 
the PTPN22 gene, which encodes the PTP Lyp, has been described to be a 
common risk factor for autoimmune diseases such as type I diabetes and 
rheumatoid arthritis (Begovich et al., 2004; Bottini et al., 2004; Carlton et al., 
2005). 
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Similarly to Dep1 and SAP-1, the PTP Lyp inhibits TCR activation by 
dephosphorylating the PTKs Lck, ZAP70 and the T-cell receptor-ζ chain (Wu 
et al., 2006). Thus, future studies may focus on RPTPs such as Dep1 and 
SAP-1, in autoimmune disease. 

Redundancy between R3 subfamily members
 The fruitfly and worm studies have shown that R3 members act 

partially redundantly with other RPTPs during axonogenesis and vulva 
development. The knock out Dep1-null mice showing no phenotype suggest 
the possibility that other RPTPs might take over some functions of Dep1. 
Based on the overlapping features of VE-PTP and Dep1-GFP knock out 

Fig. 6. Diagrammatic representation of atherogenesis. Left panel - healty arteries; right panel - unhealthy 

arteries. The hallmark of atherogenesis is the proliferation and migration of vascular smooth muscle 

cells (VSMCs) upon damage of the endothelial cells (ECs) (intima damage). Endothelial and VSMC cells 

are potentially targets for modulating PTP activity. (A) Inhibition of PTPs acting as positive regulators 

of PDGF-signaling in VSMCs (SHP-2). (B) Blocking of PTPs acting as negative regulators in ECs may 

induce more rapidly re-endothelialization. (C) Activation of PTPs acting as negative regulators of PDGF-

signaling in VSMCs (Dep1). Adapted from Kappert et al, 2007.
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mice, we propose that VE-PTP may act partially redundantly with Dep1 
in mouse development. From cell culture experiments, the expression and 
activity of SAP-1, VE-PTP and Dep1 are described to be upregulated when 
cells approach confluency and all three PTPs are involved in inhibiting 
cell-cell/matrix adhesions at different levels. To what extent their signaling 
pathways overlap is not known. In disease, SAP-1 and Dep1 expression are 
found to be upregulated during induced breast cancer cell differentiation, 
suggesting a possible common function in carcinogenesis, possibly by the 
inhibition of cell-cell/matrix adhesion. Both SAP-1 and Dep1 are described 
to be inhibitors of TCR signaling indicating the possibility of a redundant 
function in immune response. These observations suggest that it is likely 
that R3 subfamily members show redundant function at different levels of 
cell biology but more work is needed to fully understand to what extent this 
occurs. 

Concluding remarks
 Even though there are advances in the understanding of the 

regulation of signal transduction by RPTPs, no ligands specifically binding 
to R3 subfamily members have been uncovered yet. Nonetheless, evidence 
for the regulation of some of the R3 subfamily members by dimerization 
and oxidation is starting to appear but this is still very modest. Studies on 
the function of R3 subfamily members in disease confirm the importance 
of aberrant tyrosine phosphorylation in pathology. The restoration of Dep1 
expression in various cancer cell lines efficiently reduces their growth. These 
results present the prospect of gene therapy using recombinant Dep1 gene 
vectors. As further progress is made in elucidating the functional role of R3 
subfamily members and RPTPs in general, and in revealing new links to 
human diseases, new insights into therapeutic developments will emerge. 
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Outline of the thesis
 The zebrafish represents a powerful experimental model system 

to analyze gene function in vivo and to study vertebrate developmental 
mechanisms as well as human disease (Lieschke and Currie, 2007). Here we 
have used the zebrafish to study the role of Dep1 in development and to 
develop a vertebrate model that will allow us to investigate its function in 
diseases. 

 In chapter 2, we identify two highly homologous dep1 genes in 
the zebrafish genome, dep1a and dep1b. Morpholino-mediated knock 
down of Dep1a and Dep1b leads to defects in the vasculature, resulting 
in hemorrhaging and defective blood circulation in zebrafish embryos. 
Molecular markers indicate that arterial specification is reduced and venous 
markers are enhanced. We show that Dep1a/Dep1b signaling genetically 
counteracts PI3kinase signaling in the specification of arterial fate. 

 To fully take advantage of the zebrafish model, we set out to identify 
mutants for Dep1a gene by target selected gene inactivation (TSGI). 

 In chapter 3, we identify a nonsense mutation, dep1aY272Stop. Homozygous 
embryos were viable until 5-7 days post fertilization (pdf). Lethality was 
associated with defects in proliferation, in endocrine pancreas morphology 
and in intestinal markers suggesting a role for Dep1 in organogenesis and 
proliferation. 

In chapter 4, we sought to address the issue of what might be the 
function of the catalytic activity of Dep1 in development. For that purpose we 
identified a missense mutation, dep1aV1596E, which dramatically abrogates the 
phosphatase catalytic activity of Dep1a. Interestingly, homozygous dep1aV1596E 

embryos displayed no morphological defects during development. However, 
by 10 months of age, homozygous mutant adult fish died. Histological 
analysis of the organs showed major defects in the mutant liver. 
 Finally, we discuss and summarize our findings in chapter 5
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Abstract
Dep1 is a transmembrane protein-tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) that is 

expressed in vascular endothelial cells and has tumour suppressor activity. 
Mouse models with gene targeted Dep1 either show vascular defects, or do 
not show any defects at all. We used the zebrafish to investigate the role 
of Dep1 in early development. The zebrafish genome encodes two highly 
homologous Dep1 genes, Dep1a and Dep1b. Morpholinos specific for Dep1a 
and Dep1b induced defects in vasculature, resulting in hemorrhaging and 
defective blood circulation. However, vasculogenesis per se was not affected, 
as Green Fluorescent Protein expression in fli1a::gfp1 transgenic embryos 
and ve-cadherin expression, markers of vascular endothelial cells were 
normal upon Dep1a- and Dep1b-MO injection. Molecular markers indicated 
that arterial specification was reduced and venous markers were enhanced 
in Dep1 morphants. Interestingly, arterial specification was rescued by 
expression of Dep1 mutants, lacking catalytic activity. Moreover, the Dep1a/
Dep1b knock downs were rescued by inhibition of Phosphatidylinositol-3 
kinase (PI3K) and by expression of active Notch and Grl/Hey2. Our results 
suggest a model in which Dep1 acts upstream in a signaling pathway 
inhibiting PI3K, resulting in expression of Notch and Grl, thus regulating 
arterial specification in development.
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Introduction
 Protein phosphorylation on tyrosine residues is an important cell 
signaling mechanism that controls fundamental cellular processes, including 
proliferation, differentiation and migration. The phosphorylation state is 
governed by the opposing activities of protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and 
protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) (Hunter, 1995). Like the PTKs, the PTPs 
represent a large family of enzymes with cytoplasmic and transmembrane 
members. Still relatively little is known about the function of PTPs in 
development.
 The classical PTPs are subdivided into 17 subfamilies based on the 
alignment of the highly conserved catalytic PTP domain. The transmembrane 
PTPs are tentatively called receptor PTPs (RPTPs) because of their potential 
to signal across the membrane. Most RPTPs encode two cytoplasmic PTP 
domains. However, the R3 Receptor Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase (RPTP) 
subfamily, comprising Dep1 (also known as CD148 and RPTPeta), SAP-1, 
PTPβ and Glepp1 encode a single PTP domain (den Hertog, 1999; Alonso et 
al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2004). Dep1 has eight Fibronectin type III (FNIII) 
motifs in its extracellular region. Dep1 expression was enhanced 10-fold 
in WI-38 human embryonic lung fibroblasts growing in monolayer when 
they approached confluence, hence the name densitiy-enhanced PTP1, Dep1 
(Ostman et al., 1994). 
 Dep1 is expressed in vascular endothelial cells of the arterial and 
capillary vessels of a number of organs (Borges et al., 1996; Takahashi et 
al., 1999; Takahashi et al., 2003). In addition, Dep1 is expressed in different 
hematopoietic derived cell lineages (de la Fuente-Garcia et al., 1998). Dep1 
shows tumor suppressor activity when overexpressed in cultured tumor cells 
(Keane et al., 1996; Trapasso et al., 2000). The mouse Ptprj gene, encoding 
Dep1, is a candidate for the colon-cancer susceptibility locus Scc1. Moreover, 
the human PTPRJ gene is frequently deleted in human cancers (Ruivenkamp 
et al., 2002). Taken together, Dep1 is an important tumor suppressor gene.
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 Gene targeting of Dep1 in the mouse by in-frame replacement of 
cytoplasmic sequences with enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) 
sequences resulted in embryos that died at midgestation, before embryonic 
day 11.5 with vascularization failure and disorganized vascular structures. 
Homozygous mutant embryos displayed subtle defects, such as enlarged 
vessels comprised of endothelial cells as early as embryonic day 8.25. These 
Dep1 mutant mice implicated a role for Dep1 in endothelial proliferation 
and in vascular organization during development (Takahashi et al., 2003). 
However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the phenotype are still 
unclear. Surprisingly, genetic ablation of Dep1 by deletion of exons 3, 4 and 
5 by homologous recombination, did not affect mouse development. In fact, 
homozygous Ptprj-/- mice are viable and fertile. Immunoblotting confirmed 
that these mice do not express Dep1 protein (Trapasso et al., 2006). Recent 
work in C. elegans indicated a role for Dep1 in binary cell fate decisions. 
Dep1 acts as a negative regulator of EGFR signaling and through an intricate 
feedback mechanism, Dep1 amplifies the small difference in EGFR signaling, 
resulting in full activation of the EGFR/RAS/MAPK pathway in primary 
vulval cells and inactivation of this pathway in secondary cells (Berset et al., 
2005), thus effectively determining cell fate in vulval development. 
 Here, we used zebrafish to investigate the role of Dep1 in vertebrate 
development. The zebrafish genome encodes two Dep1 proteins, Dep1a and 
Dep1b. Morpholino-injections targeting Dep1a, Dep1b, or both, indicated that 
the two Dep1s were essential for normal blood circulation. Vasculogenesis 
per se appears not to be affected in Dep1 morphants, but arterial markers are 
reduced and venous markers are enhanced. Rescue experiments indicated 
that Phosphatidylinositol-3-Kinase (PI-3 Kinase), Grl/hey2 and Notch 
signaling were involved in Dep1 function. We conclude that Dep1 is required 
for the arterial-venous cell fate decision.
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Results
Zebrafish dep1a and dep1b are ubiquitously expressed
 The zebrafish genome encodes two dep1 genes, dep1a (Zv6, 
ENSDARG00000011567) and dep1b (Zv6, ENSDARG00000033042). Zebrafish 
Dep1a comprises 12 Fibronectin type III like repeats, four more than 
mammalian Dep1. The 5’ sequence of dep1b is not complete and therefore the 
number of Fibronectin type III like repeats in Dep1b remains to be determined. 
Sequence alignments of the PTP domain of Dep1a and Dep1b show highest 
homology to human Dep1 (Supplementary Fig. 1). The catalytic domains of 
Dep1a and Dep1b have 68% and 65% sequence identity with human Dep1, 
respectively. We have identified other R3 subfamily members in zebrafish, 
including PTPβ (Zv6, ENSDARG00000006391) and SAP-1 (Zv6, ENSDARG 
00000063620). A phylogenetic tree illustrates that indeed Dep1a and Dep1b 
resemble mammalian Dep1s more than the other R3 subfamily members, 
PTPβ and SAP-1 (Fig. 1A). Moreover, comparison of synteny between the 
zebrafish dep1s and human PTPRJ, encoding Dep1, indicated that both dep1 
genes have the same flanking genes as human PTPRJ and thus that dep1a and 
dep1b indeed are orthologs of human PTPRJ (Fig. 1B). 
 We obtained the full length dep1a cDNA by RT-PCR from 3dpf 
zebrafish embryos. Five overlapping fragments were obtained by PCR, based 
on the ENSEMBL prediction of the gene. We assembled these fragments and 
generated the full length 4953 bp coding sequence of dep1a. In addition, 
we obtained a fragment of dep1b by RT-PCR, encoding the catalytic PTP 
domain. 
 We used fragments of dep1a and dep1b, encompassing the catalytic 
PTP domains as probes for in situ hybridization to establish the expression 
patterns of dep1a and dep1b. We found that both genes were maternally 
expressed (4 cell stage) and displayed ubiquitous expression at early stages 
of development, 4 hpf and 30 hpf (Fig. 1C-H). 
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Several other dep1a-specific probes were generated using more 5’ sequences 
and in situ hybridizations using these probes resulted in similar expression 
patterns as with the dep1a PTP domain probe (data not shown). Expression 
of dep1b for which 5’ sequences were still missing, indicated that this gene 
is a bona fide gene that is expressed and not a pseudogene. Our results 
demonstrate that the zebrafish genome encodes two dep1 genes that are both 
expressed ubiquitously during early zebrafish development.
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Dep1a-MO induced blood circulation defects
 To study the function of Dep1a during zebrafish development, we 
targeted Dep1a expression using specific morpholinos (MOs). We designed 
two splice site MOs, directed at exon 21 and exon 22, upstream of the PTP 
domain, Dep1a-MO1 and Dep1a-MO2, respectively (Fig. 2A). We tested the 
efficacy of these MOs by RT-PCR using exon-specific primers on total RNA 
from non-injected control embryos and embryos injected with Dep1a-MO1 or 
Dep1a-MO2. Both MOs efficiently blocked splicing, illustrated by the slower 
migrating bands of 333 bp and 313 bp, respectively, and absence of the fully 
spliced, mature RNA band of 287 bp (Fig. 2A). We confirmed that the slower 

Fig. 2. Dep1a- and Dep1b-MOs efficiently blocked splicing. (A) Dep1a-MO1 and Dep1a-MO2 target the 

3’ end of exon 21 and exon 22, respectively. Exon-specific primers were designed in exon 21 and exon 23, 

allowing PCR of spliced RNA (287 bp) and improperly spliced mRNA (333 bp and 313 bp), respectively. 

RT-PCR was done on non-injected control (WT), Dep1a-MO1 and Dep1a-MO2-injected embryos. The 

sizes of the obtained PCR fragments on an agarose gel are indicated. (B) The Dep1b-MO targets the 3’ end 

of exon 25. Oligos were designed against exon 25 and intron 25, allowing PCR of unspliced dep1b RNA 

(370 bp) and as a control, exon-specific primers were used (672 bp). RT-PCR was done on RNA, isolated 

from non-injected control (WT) and Dep1b-MO-injected embryos and the resulting agarose gel is shown 

with the sizes of the bands indicated.
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migrating band represented unspliced RNA by sequencing (data not shown). 
Translation of the unspliced RNAs would result in premature stops and thus 
truncation of Dep1a, well upstream of the catalytic site cysteine. We tried to 
detect Dep1a protein in zebrafish embryo lysates by immunoblotting using 
anti-human Dep1 antibodies and using antibodies that we generated using 
zebrafish Dep1a catalytic domain as antigen. Unfortunately, these antibodies 
did not allow us to detect endogenous Dep1 protein in zebrafish (data not 
shown). 
 Morphological examination of embryos injected with Dep1a-MO1 
indicated that blood circulation was defective at 30hpf. Notably, O-dianisidine 
staining demonstrated that blood accumulated in the posterior cardinal vein 
(PCV) (asterisk in Fig. 3B). Blood flow was reduced or absent through the 
dorsal aorta (DA) and blood accumulated at the aortic bifurcation (arrow in 
Fig. 3B). Morphological assessment of embryos injected with Dep1a-MO2 
also indicated reduced blood circulation through the axial vasculature (data 
not shown). These observations contrast with the non-injected control, where 
the blood is found mainly in the sinus venosis (SV) and in the heart (Fig. 3A). 
It is noteworthy that injection of non-related morpholinos, such as the Nacre-
MO that induces pigmentation defects, did not induce hemorrhages or blood 
circulation defects (data not shown), suggesting that the Dep1a-MO-induced 
defects were specific.  
 To investigate whether vasculogenesis was affected by Dep1a knock 
down, we micro-injected the Dep1a-MOs into fli1a::egfp1 transgenic embryos 
that express GFP in all endothelial cells (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002). Micro-
injection of either Dep1a-MO1 or Dep1a-MO2 did not induce apparent defects 
in vasculogenesis at 30 hpf (Fig. 3C-E). The overall vasculature appeared to 
be normal with clearly distinguishable dorsal aorta, PCV and intersegmental 
vessels (Fig. 3C-E). Therefore, the observed hemorrhages as a result of Dep1a 
knock down were not the result of defects in vasculogenesis.
 To assay the functionality of the vessels, microangiography was 
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performed on fli1a::egfp1 transgenic embryos. At 30 hpf, the microangiograms 
of Dep1a-MO1-injected embryos showed defects in the axial vasculature. 
Rhodamine dextran staining (red) was only found anterior to the aortic 
bifurcation, which was evident from the lack of staining in the posterior aorta, 
which expressed GFP (Fig. 3G). In wild type embryos, the entire aorta was 
stained yellow, resulting from combined rhodamine dextran fluorescence 

Fig. 3. Dep1a-MO induced 

blood circulation defects, 

but not vasculogenesis per 

se. O-dianisidine staining 

of hemoglobin was done on 

wild type (A) and Dep1a-

MO1 (B) injected embryos at 

48 hpf. The arrow indicates 

hemorrhages at the aortic 

bifurcation and the asterisk 

blood accumulation around 

the posterior cardinal vein. 

Fli1a::egfp1 transgenic 

zebrafish embryos were 

injected with Dep1a-MO1 (D) 

or Dep1a-MO2 (E) at the 1-cell 

stage and the vasculature was 

visualized at 30 hpf. A non-

injected fli1a::gfp1 embryo 

served as a control (C). 

Microangiography was done 

by injection of rhodamine-

conjugated dextran into the heart of fli1a::gfp1 transgenic embryos or wild type embryos. Circulation of 

the dye was visualized using a fluorescence microscope. Overlays are shown with GFP-positive areas in 

green, rhodamine-positive areas in red and double-positive areas in yellow. Non-injected control at 30 hpf 

(F), Dep1a-MO1 injected, 30 hpf (G) and Dep1a-MO2-injected embryos at 48 hpf (H) are depicted here.
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(red) and green fluorescence from GFP (Fig. 3F). 
The Dep1a-MO2 similarly affected functionality of the vasculature, as shown 
by the microangiogram of wild type embryos, injected with Dep1a-MO2, 
in which the rhodamine dextran did not reach the posterior part of the 
embryo (Fig. 3H). These experiments indicate that Dep1a was not required 
for vasculogenesis per se, but is essential for functionality of blood vessels at 
30-48hpf. 
 To determine the nature of the defects that induced hemorrhages 
and defective blood circulation, we investigated expression of tbx20, a dorsal 
aorta marker (Ahn et al., 2000). In situ hybridization using a tbx20 specific 
probe confirmed labeling of the dorsal aorta at 30 hpf (Fig. 4A). Tbx20 
expression was reduced in both Dep1a-MO1- and Dep1a-MO2-injected 
embryos (Fig. 4B,C). The reduction in tbx20 expression was variable. We 
classified the defects in tbx20 expression in 3 classes: class 1, normal wild 

type expression in the dorsal aorta; 
class 2 (mild), patchy expression in 
some cells and class 3 (severe), tbx20 
expression completely absent (Fig. 
5A). We quantified the number of 
embryos in each class, based on the 
classification above and found that a 
significant proportion of the injected 
embryos displayed reduced tbx20 
expression (Fig. 5B). To establish that 
the observed defects were specific, we 
co-injected a CMV promoter driven 
expression vector for zebrafish Dep1a, 
which led to a significant reduction 
in the number of embryos with 
aberrant tbx20 expression (Fig. 5B), 

Fig. 4. Dep1a-MO induced reduction in dorsal 

aorta marker tbx20. (A) In situ hybridization 

showing tbx20 expression in wild type zebrafish 

embryo at 30 hpf and in Dep1a-MO1 (B) or 

Dep1a-MO2 (C) injected embryos.
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demonstrating that the observed defects were specifically resulting from 
Dep1a knock down.

Dep1a and Dep1b act synergistically in aorta formation
 We hypothesized that Dep1a and Dep1b might have redundant 
functions, because of their high similarity. To investigate this hypothesis, we 
designed a Dep1b-MO and established that micro-injection of this Dep1b-
MO blocked splicing (Fig. 2B). Co-injection of high amounts of the Dep1a- 
and Dep1b-MOs (8 ng each) induced non-specific defects in the embryos. 
Therefore, we reduced the amount of each MO to 4 ng. Micro-injection of 
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Fig. 5. Dep1a-MO induced reduction in tbx20 expression was specific. (A) Classification of the observed 

defects after Dep1a-MO injection (8 ng/ embryo): upper panel, no effect, normal tbx 20 expression (white), 

middle panel, mild effect, patchy tbx20 expression (orange), lower panel, sever effect, no tbx20 expression 

(red). (B) Quantification of the effects of Dep1a knock down. The percentages of embryos in the three 

different classes is given in control embryos (WT) and in Dep1a-MO1 (8 ng) injected embryos. Moreover, 

Dep1a-MO1 was co-injected with a CMV promoter driven expression vector for Dep1a (12.5 ng), 

effectively rescuing the defects. Total numbers of embryos from at least three independent experiments 

are indicated (n).
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4 ng Dep1a-MO or Dep1b-MO induced defects in tbx20 expression, albeit 
in a low percentage of the embryos (Fig. 6A-C,G). However, co-injection of 
Dep1a- and Dep1b-MOs strongly enhanced the percentage of embryos with 
defective tbx20 expression, indicating that these MOs acted synergistically 

(Fig. 6G). Interestingly, ve-cadh5 expression was not affected upon injection 
of both Dep1a-MO and Dep1b-MO (Fig. 6E,F), indicating that vasculogenesis 
per se was not affected in Dep1a/Dep1b morphants. 
These results indicate that the Dep1a-MO and Dep1b-MO induced defects 
in the dorsal aorta on their own. However, combined, the Dep1a-MO and 
Dep1b-MO acted synergistically, suggesting that the function of Dep1a and 
Dep1b is partially overlapping.

Dep1a and Dep1b are required for arterial/venous fate decision
 To differentiate between tubulogenesis and differentiation defects, we 

Fig. 6. Synergistic effects of Dep1a and Dep1b MOs. Dep1a and Dep1b-MOs were (co-)injected at the 

1-cell stage (4 ng each) and the embryos were fixed at 30 hpf. In situ hybridizations were done using tbx20 

specific probes (A-D) and using a ve-cadherin-specific probe (E,F). (G) Quantification of defects in tbx20 

expression, classified as outlined in Fig. 5. The number of embryos that were analyzed for each condition 

is indicated. 
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examined the arterial markers notch5, ephrinB2 and grl/hey2 and the venous 
specific markers, ephB4 and dab2. Dep1a/Dep1b-MO injections reduced 
expression of all three arterial markers (Fig. 7A). Notch5 expression was 
almost completely lost from the dorsal aorta where it is normally expressed 
(Fig. 7A, cf. WT and Dep1a/Dep1b-MO). EphrinB2 expression persists only 
in a patchy, non-continuous manner in Dep1a/Dep1b morphants, whereas 
in non-injected control embryos, ephrinB2 is expressed in a continuous line 
(Fig. 7A). Similarly, grl expression is almost completely lost from the Dep1a/
Dep1b-MO injected embryos. This panel of arterial markers suggests that 
arteries do not form properly.
 The venous ephB4 and dab2 markers stain the PCV in the trunk of 
wild type non-injected control embryos. EphB4 staining was detected more 
dorsally in Dep1a/Dep1b morphants, compared to non-injected controls. 
Moreover, the PCV appeared to be slightly enlarged (Fig. 7B). Similarly, dab2 
staining was shifted dorsally and the PCV was enhanced. It appeared that 
ephB4 and dab2 were expressed where the dorsal aorta is localized normally. 
Together, the venous and arterial markers demonstrate that Dep1a/Dep1b-
MOs induced a decrease in arterial marker expression and a concomitant 
increase in venous marker expression. These results suggest that Dep1a and 
Dep1b are not involved in vasculogenesis per se, but rather have a role in the 
arterial cell fate decision of vascular endothelial cells. 

Rescues of Dep1a/Dep1b-MO induced phenotype 
 To investigate whether Dep1 catalytic activity is required for its 
function, Dep1a/Dep1b-MOs were co-injected with plasmid DNA encoding 
CMV promoter-driven expression vectors for mutant Dep1. We mutated the 
catalytic site cysteine to a serine or deleted the cytoplasmic domain altogether 
(Fig. 8A). These expression vectors also encoded a signal sequence to allow 
for normal insertion in the cell membrane and a Myc epitope tag, facilitating 
detection of expression. To test expression, we transfected these constructs 
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into COS-1 cells and established expression by immunoblotting. As shown 
in Fig. 8B (upper panel), Dep1-CS was detected as a broad band of ~250 kDa, 
using anti-Myc antibodies. 
Dep1-ED, lacking all cytoplasmic sequences was also detected, using anti-
Myc antibodies and appeared slightly smaller, resulting from the deletion 
of the cytoplasmic domain of ~30 kDa. As a control, we used transiently 
transfected Myc-tagged RPTPα of ~130 kDa. An antibody that we generated 
using the cytoplasmic domain of Dep1a as antigen recognized Dep1a-CS, but 
not Dep1a-ED, nor RPTPα, which lack the epitope for this antibody (Fig. 8B, 
lower panel). Whereas this antibody readily recognized transfected zebrafish 
Dep1a, it unfortunately did not detect endogenous Dep1a in zebrafish lysates 
(data not shown). The constructs we generated expressed Dep1a mutants 
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and we used them to rescue Dep1a/Dep1b MO injections.
Co-injection of catalytically inactive Dep1a-CS led to a remarkable reduction 
in the number of embryos with reduced tbx20 expression, compared to 
control MO-injections that were done in parallel (Fig. 8C). Moreover, co-
injection of Dep1a-ED, lacking the catalytic domain, also rescued the Dep1a/
Dep1b-MO induced defects. This construct led to a significant decrease in 

Fig. 8. The catalytic activity is not required for the role of Dep1 in arterial cell fate determination. (A) 

Schematic representation of the Dep1 constructs that were used here. The extracellular domains (green) 

consist of Fibronectin type III repeats. Dep1 has a single transmembrane domain and a single cytoplasmic 

PTP domain (red). The catalytic Cys1533 to Ser mutation is indicated in Dep1-CS and deletion of the 

cytoplasmic domain in Dep1-ED, encoding residues 1-1328 as well. (B) Expression vectors for the Myc 

epitope tagged Dep1 mutants and - as a control - for RPTPα were transfected into COS cells. The cells 

were lysed and whole cell lysates were run on a 7.5% SDS-PAAGE gel. The material on the gel was 

blotted and the blots were probed with anti-Myc MAb 9E10 (MT, top panel) or affinity purified rabbit 

anti-Dep1a antibodies (Dep1) that were raised against the catalytic domain of Dep1a. Immunoblots are 

depicted developed with enhanced chemiluminescence and the positions of marker proteins that were 

co-electrophoresed with the sample are indicated in kDa on the left. Dep1a/Dep1b knock down embryos 

were fixed and in situ hybridizations were done using a tbx20-specific probe. Quantification of the tbx20 

expression patterns was done according to the classification in Fig. 5. Rescues of the Dep1a/Dep1b knock 

downs using catalytically inactive Dep1a-CS (C) or Dep1a-ED (D) are depicted with the number of 

embryos that were used for these experiments indicated.
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the number of embryos with reduced tbx20 expression patterns compared 
to control MO-injections that were done in parallel (Fig. 8D). These results 
demonstrate that the Dep1a/Dep1b-MO injections were specific and that 
Dep1a mutants lacking catalytic activity rescued the Dep1a/Dep1b-MO 
induced phenotype.

The mechanism underlying the role of Dep1 in arterial/venous cell 
fate decisions

Much work has been done on how the arterial/venous cell fate is 
established. The model that is emerging is that sonic hedgehog (shh) from the 
notochord induces vegf in somites, which in turn induces notch5 and flk1 
in endothelial cells to induce arterial differentiation (Lawson et al., 2002). 
Notch5 induces ephrinB2 and grl expression and inhibits flt4. Grl mutant 
zebrafish display selectively perturbed artery formation (Zhong et al., 2000) 
and the arterial/venous cell fate decision is guided by grl (Zhong et al., 
2001). Interestingly, the grl phenotype is highly reminiscent of the Dep1a/
Dep1b knock down phenotype, in that grl mutants also show reduced 
arterial markers (ephrinB2) and enhanced venous markers (ephB4) (Zhong et 
al., 2001). We reproduced the grl phenotype using Grl-MOs and compared 
the grl and Dep1a/Dep1b phenotypes side by side and found that the Dep1 
knock down is a phenocopy of the grl knock down (data not shown). This 
may suggest that Dep1a/Dep1b acted through a similar mechanism. In fact, 
we demonstrated that grl and notch5 expression are strongly reduced in 
Dep1a/Dep1b knock downs, indicating that Dep1a/Dep1b are genetically 
upstream of notch and grl. Phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K) inhibitors 
were identified in a screen for suppressors of the grl mutant phenotype and 
PI3K inhibitors promote arterial specification (Hong et al., 2006). 

We set out to address the mechanism underlying Dep1a/Dep1b 
signaling by analysis of the potential to rescue the Dep1a/Dep1b-MO-induced 
decrease in tbx20 expression by interference with known grl signaling 
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components. To this end, we used LY294002, a specific PI3K inhibitor, which 
rescued the Dep1a/Dep1b induced phenotype (Fig. 9A), similar to LY-
mediated rescue of the grl phenotype (Hong et al., 2006). Co-injection of RNA 
encoding Notch intracellular domain (notchICD) rescued the Dep1a/Dep1b-
MO-induced decrease in tbx20 expression (Fig. 9B). Finally, the Dep1a/Dep1b 
knock down was rescued by grl RNA injection as well (Fig. 9C). Control gfp 
RNA co-injections with Dep1a/Dep1b-MOs did not affect tbx20 expression 
(data not shown). These results demonstrate that Dep1a/Dep1b signaling 
counteracts PI3K signaling and is mediated by notch and grl expression.

Fig. 9. Rescue of Dep1 morphant phenotype by PI-3K inhibitor and expression of notchICD and grl. Effects 

of (co-)injection on arterial differentiation were assessed by in situ hybridization, using a tbx20-specific 

probe. Rescues were done using the PI-3K inhibitor LY294002 (A), notchICD RNA (B) and grl RNA (C). 

The number of embryos that were used for each condition are indicated (n).
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Discussion 
 Here, we provide evidence that the zebrafish orthologs of Dep1, 
Dep1a and Dep1b, act in arterial cell fate decision, but not in vasculogenesis 
per se. Surprisingly, catalytically inactive Dep1 rescued the Dep1a/Dep1b-
MO-induced phenotype. We found that inhibition of PI3K and expression of 
notchICD and grl rescued Dep1a/Dep1b morphants, providing an underlying 
mechanism for the function of Dep1.
 Mouse mutants in which part of the catalytic domain of Dep1 
was replaced by GFP die at midgestation, before embryonic day 11.5. 
Homozygous mutant embryos were indistinguishable from wild type mice 
at embryonic day 8.5 in the gross appearance of the rostral-caudal dorsal 
aorta, anterior and posterior cardinal veins, vitelline artery and vein and 
yolk sac capillary plexus. Therefore, Dep1 appeared not to be required for 
early embryonic vasculogenesis. However, by day 9, a collapse of the dorsal 
aorta was observed accompanied by the presence of abundant endothelial 
cells. At embryonic day 9.5, the dorsal aorta appeared as a disorganized 
string of aligned endothelial cells and at embryonic day 10.5, its outline was 
discontinuous (Takahashi et al., 2003). Surprisingly, deletion of exons 3, 4 
and 5 of Dep1 did not affect embryonic development and Dep1-/- mice were 
viable and fertile (Trapasso et al., 2006). There is an obvious discrepancy in 
phenotypes between these two Dep1 mutant mouse models, which may be 
due to the fact that the two mouse models are inherently different. The knock 
out mice apparently do not express Dep1 protein (Trapasso et al., 2006). Yet, 
the Dep1-GFP fusion protein is expressed (Takahashi et al., 2003). Therefore, 
the Dep1-GFP fusion protein may function by itself, albeit it lacks catalytic 
activity.
 The phenotype we observed in Dep1a/Dep1b morphants was 
consistent with the phenotype in the gene targeted mice that express Dep1-
GFP. In order to knock down expression of Dep1, we used splice site MOs 
targeting the catalytic domain. Blocking splicing may reduce expression 
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of the target protein altogether. Alternatively, the improperly spliced RNA 
species are translated, resulting in truncated proteins. Antibodies against the 
catalytic domain of Dep1a recognized transfected Dep1a (Fig. 8B), but not 
endogenous Dep1a in zebrafish embryos. Therefore, we cannot exclude the 
possibility that microinjection of the splice site MOs resulted in expression 
of truncated Dep1 proteins, consisting of ectodermal, transmembrane and 
juxtamembrane sequences. These truncated proteins may have dominant 
negative activity. It is noteworthy that injection of high amounts of Dep1a-
MO resulted in defects in arterial specification that were similarly penetrant 
as the double injections of lower amounts of Dep1a-MO and Dep1b-MO 
(cf. Fig. 5B and 6G), which is consistent with Dep1a-MOs having dominant 
negative activity. RPTPs are tightly regulated by dimerization (den Hertog 
et al., 2005) and Dep1 antibody-mediated modulation of dimerization 
regulates Dep1 function in endothelial cell growth (Takahashi et al., 2006). 
The juxtamembrane domains have an important role in regulation of 
RPTPs by dimerization. A helix-loop-helix, wedge-like structure in the 
juxtamembrane domain inserts into the catalytic site of the other molecule 
in the dimer, thereby blocking access to the catalytic site for substrates 
(Bilwes et al., 1996). The wedge is involved in RPTP dimerization-induced 
inactivation (Majeti et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 1999) and even peptides encoding 
the wedge inhibit RPTP activity (Xie et al., 2006). Therefore, the truncated 
Dep1a proteins that encompass the juxtamembrane domains, including the 
wedge, may have dominant negative activity. It is noteworthy that the Dep1-
GFP fusion proteins that were generated by gene targeting in the mouse, also 
comprise the entire juxtamembrane domain (Takahashi et al., 2003) and may 
have dominant negative activity as well. It is likely that Dep1 and closely 
related R3 RPTPs have redundant functions. Dominant negative activity of 
the Dep1-GFP fusion protein would explain the discrepancy between the 
Dep1-GFP fusion mouse and the exon 3,4,5 deletion mouse that does not 
exhibit a phenotype. Dominant negative activity of the truncated Dep1a 
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and Dep1b proteins following MO-injections would also be consistent with 
the rescue experiments with catalytically inactive Dep1a. These constructs 
may quench the truncated Dep1a and/or Dep1b, thereby alleviating their 
dominant negative activities. Taken together, our data suggest that the 
Dep1a- and Dep1b-MOs do not simply knock down Dep1 protein expression 
in zebrafish, but rather result in truncated, dominant negative proteins.
 The Dep1-MOs induced varying degrees of reduction of the dorsal 
aorta marker, tbx20. Moreover, we have observed collapse of the dorsal aorta 
in sections of Dep1a/Dep1b-MO injected embryos, accompanied by enlarged 
PCV (data not shown). Our data suggest that vasculogenesis per se was not 
affected by Dep1a/Dep1b-MO injections. Instead, arterial differentiation was 
reduced in Dep1 morphants, resulting in the expression of ectopic venous 
markers. This phenotype was reminiscent of the grl mutant phenotype 
(Weinstein et al., 1995; Zhong et al., 2001). We reproduced the grl phenotype 
by Grl-MO injection and found that indeed, Dep1a/Dep1b morphants 
phenocopied the Grl knock down. Epigenetic experiments indicated 
that co-injection of Dep1-MOs with Grl-MO was additive, as assessed by 
tbx20 expression (data not shown). Importantly, Dep1-MOs abolished 
grl expression in the dorsal aorta, suggesting that Dep1 acts upstream in 
a signaling pathway regulating grl expression. Grl RNA injection was 
sufficient to rescue Dep1a/Dep1b knock down, confirming that Dep1 and Grl 
interact genetically. Moreover, expression of notch5 was reduced in Dep1a/
Dep1b morphants and RNA encoding NotchICD, a known factor upstream 
of grl, rescued Dep1a/Dep1b-MO injection. Finally, we demonstrated that the 
PI3K inhibitor LY294002 that was reported to rescue the grl phenotype, also 
rescued the Dep1a/Dep1b knock down phenotype. Our data firmly place 
Dep1 upstream in a cascade, involving PI3K, notch and grl.
 The soluble factor VEGF is an important regulator of arterial/ 
venous cell fate decisions (Lawson et al., 2002). Dep1 may act directly on 
VEGFR2 signaling, as it has been demonstrated in tissue culture cells that 
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downregulation of Dep1 results in enhanced VEGFR2 phosphorylation 
(Lampugnani et al., 2003). Whether Dep1 acts through VEGFR2 signaling 
in arterial differentiation during zebrafish development remains to be 
determined.
 In C. elegans, the Dep1 ortholog is involved in cell fate decisions in 
vulval development. Dep1 inhibits the primary cell fate specification in the 
future secondary cells by induction of the transcription of a set of inhibitors 
of the EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling pathway (Berset et al., 2005). Our data are 
consistent with a similar role for Dep1 in zebrafish arterial differentiation, 
in that Dep1 may suppress venous (primary) differentiation in the future 
dorsal aorta (secondary) cells. Interestingly, Notch signaling is repressed 
in the primary cells in C. elegans and acts in parallel to Dep1 in secondary 
cells. Similarly, Notch is expressed in the dorsal aorta in zebrafish, but not in 
venous cells, suggesting it has a similar decisive role in cell differentiation 
as in C. elegans. However, in zebrafish, Dep1-MO injections result in loss of 
notch5 expression in future dorsal aorta cells and notchICD expression rescued 
Dep1 morphants, indicating that Dep1 acts upstream of Notch in arterial cell 
differentiation, not in parallel to Notch as in C. elegans. Nevertheless, there 
are parallels between Dep1 signaling in C. elegans and in zebrafish, in that 
Dep1 has a decisive role in cell fate determination. 
 Taken together, our data suggest a model that builds on previous 
models for the role of Dep1 in cell specification (Berset et al., 2005; Hong 
et al., 2006) in which Dep1 acts at the level of PI3K or upstream (Fig. 10). 
Inhibition of PI3K by Dep1 relieves inhibition of the RAF-MEK-ERK pathway 
which controls Notch and Grl expression and thus arterial specification. In 
the absence of Dep1, arterial specification is reduced, which is rescued by the 
PI3K inhibitor LY294002 and by expression of Notch and Grl, restoring the 
pathway (Fig. 10).
 Our results suggest that injection of Dep1-MOs resulted in truncated, 
dominant negative Dep1 protein. Dep1 morphants indicate that zebrafish 
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Dep1 acted in arterial cell fate determination and we provide evidence that 
Grl and Notch were involved. Future work should focus on whether Dep1 
acts on the VEGFR2-RAF-MEK-ERK signaling pathway. 

Fig. 10. Model for the role of Dep1 in arterial specification. Dep1 may act at or upstream of PI3K, inhibiting 

Akt/PKB activation, thus relieving inhibition of the RAF-MEK-ERK pathway. This pathway regulates 

expression of Notch and Grl, positive regulators of the arterial marker, EphrinB2, and negative regulators 

of venous EphB4. Absence of Dep1 was rescued by PI3K inhibitor (LY294002) and by expression of Notch 

and Grl. 
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Materials and Methods
Zebrafish lines and maintenance
Zebrafish were maintained and staged according to standard protocols 
(Westerfield, 1995). The zebrafish lines we used are the ABTL strains and the 
transgenic line fli1a::egfpy1 (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002).
Cloning of Zebrafish Dep1a and Dep1b sequences
To identify the zebrafish Dep1 orthologue, a BLAST search of human Dep1 
protein (SWISSPROT number: Q12913) against the zebrafish translated 
database (tblastn) Zv6 Ensembl genome assembly was performed (www.
ensembl.org). Two genes encoding Dep1 protein, Dep1a, in LG7 at position 
51.7Mb (ENSDARG00000011567) and Dep1b, LG25 at position 22.2Mb 
(ENSDARG00000033042), were identified. Full length Dep1a was amplified 
from 3 dpf zebrafish cDNA generated by oligo d(T) using standard PCR 
conditions. Five overlapping PCR products, covering the entire predicted 
cDNA of Dep1a were amplified and subcloned in pBluescript SK+. The 
sequence was verified and all five clones were assembled together in pCS2+ 
plasmid. Dep1a-CS was generated by PCR using oligonucleotides encoding 
the Cys1553 To Ser mutation:
Forward, 5’ACACTTGTGCACAGCAGTGCGGGTGTG
Reverse 5’CACACCCGCACTGCTGTGCACAAGTGT.
The Dep1a coding sequence without its signal sequence was fused in 
frame to the signal sequence of RPTPα and in frame Myc-tag (Blanchetot 
et al., 2002), allowing expression of Myc tagged transmembrane 
proteins. Similarly, Dep1a-ED (residues 1-1328) was generated by PCR, 
using a reverse oligo that encodes Dep1a residues, followed by a stop 
5’CGCCTCGAGTTAAGAGTGGATAGGAAC. These constructs were verified 
by sequencing. A fragment of Dep1b (660bp) encompassing the PTPdomain 
was amplified from a 2 dpf zebrafish total RNA by RT-PCR. The fragment 
was then subcloned in pBluescript SK+ and verified by sequencing. 
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Phylogenetic Reconstruction
As input for the MEG3.1 program (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics 
Analysis, version 3.1), we used protein sequences of the PTP domain of 
human Dep1 (Swissprot Q12913), mouse Dep1 (Swissprot Q64455), zfDep1a 
and zfDep1b (ENSDARG00000011567 and ENSDARG00000033042), 
human PTPβ (Swissprot P23476), mouse PTPβ (NM_029928), zfPTPβ 
(ENSDARG00000006391), human SAP1 (Swissprot Q15426), mouse SAP1 
(NP_997153) and zfPTPSAP1a (ENSDARG00000063620). The protein 
sequences from zebrafish PTPβ and zebrafish SAP1 were found by blasting 
their human homologues against the zebrafish Zv6 Ensembl genome 
assembly. The phylogenetic tree was built with Neighbor-joining algorithm 
with a pair-wise deletion option and using Dayhoff Matrix Model. Support 
for each node was determined by a bootstrap test. 
In situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridizations were performed essentially as described 
(Thisse et al., 1993) except for the Dep1a and Dep1b in situ hybridizations 
in which the staining was developed in staining buffer containing 
polyvinylalcohol (PVA) (100mM tris HCL pH=9.5, 100mM NaCl, 0.1% 
Tween, 50mM MgCl2, 10% PVA, 0.17mg/ml NBT, 0.17mg/ml BCIP). The 
probes we used have been described before: tbx20 (Ahn et al., 2000), cdh5/
ve-cad (Larson et al., 2004), notch3/5 (Gering and Patient, 2005), ephrinB2a and 
ephB4 (Cooke et al., 2001), dab2 (Song et al., 2004), grl (Zhong et al., 2000). We 
used fragments of dep1a and dep1b, encompassing the catalytic PTP domains 
as probes for in situ hybridization. 
Morpholinos, RNA and injections
Antisense MOs were designed to target exon-intron splice sites of genomic 
Dep1a and Dep1b and ordered from GeneTools (Philomath, OR, USA): 
Dep1a-MO1 5’-TGAGGTTCTTACATGGCAGCACATT
Dep1a-MO2 5’-TTTCACTTCCTACCGGCATGTAGTT
Dep1b-MO1 5’-GAAGATACTCACAAGGTAAAACATT
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Morpholinos were diluted in 1 x Danieau buffer (58 mM NaCl, 0.7 mM 
KCl, 0.4 mM MgSO4, 0.6 mM Ca(NO3)2, 5 mM Hepes pH 7.6) and 1 nl was 
injected into embryos at 1-2 cell stage in concentrations ranging from 1-15 
ng/nl. mMESSAGE mMACHINE kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA) was used to 
synthesize 5’capped sense RNAs for full length grl (RZPD, Berlin, Germany) 
and notchICD (gift of Dana Zivkovic). Range of plasmid DNA (Dep1a-CS, 
Dep1a-ED, Dep1a-FL) (1-25pg/nl) or synthetic RNA (0.5-50pg/nl) were (co-)
injected into 1 cell stage embryos and phenotypes were assessed at the 
indicated stages. 
RT-PCR
Total RNA from 2dpf-old wild-type and MO-injected embryos (Dep1aMO1: 
4ng/nl, Dep1aMO2: 12ng/nl, Dep1bMO: 8ng/nl) was isolated using guanidine 
isothiocyanate (GIT) method. Following DNAse treatment (Ambion, Austin, 
TX, USA) of the total RNA, reverse transcription was done using M-MLV-RT 
(Isogen, IJsselstein, the Netherlands) and subsequently, PCR was done using 
standard protocols, using appropriate oligonucleotides. 
O-dianisidine staining
O-dianisidine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was used to detect 
hemoglobin exactly as decribed previously (Kawahara and Dawid, 2001). 
Microangiography
Rhodamine-conjugated dextran (Tetramethylrhodamine, 2.000.000 MW, 
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was injected in the heart of embryos slightly 
anaesthetized with tricaine (MS222) and mounted in 0.8% low melting 
agarose (Isogai et al., 2001). Fluorescent dextran was visualized using a Leica 
fluorescence microscope. 
PI-3 kinase inhibitor LY 294002
Embryos were grown in embryo medium and at 4 hpf various concentrations 
of LY 294002 inhibitor (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA, USA) ranging from 2.5 
to 15uM were added. Control embryos were incubated with equal amounts 
of solvent (DMSO). Embryos were scored at 30 hpf by fixing and in situ 
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hybridization using a tbx20 specific probe.
Transfections
COS-1 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium/F12 
supplemented with 7.5% Fetal Calf Serum. Dep-1 constructs were transfected 
by calcium phosphate precipitation as described previously. Cells were 
harvested by lysis in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 
1mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM aprotinin, 1mM leupeptin, 
1 mM ortho-vanadate. Cell lysates were cleared and an aliquot was boiled 
in equal volume 2x Laemmli Sample Buffer and run on a 7,5% SDS-PAGE 
gel. Proteins were subsequently transferred by semi-dry blotting to a PVDF 
membrane. Immunoblotting was done using standard protocols. The blots 
were probed with anti-Myc monoclonal antibody 9E10 and with affinity 
purified anti-zebrafish Dep1a antibody that we raised against a GST-fusion 
protein encoding the catalytic domain of Dep1a. The immunblots were 
visualized by Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL).
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Abstract
 The receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase (RPTP) Dep1 is expressed 
in various tissues and cell lineages which play a role in cell proliferation 
and migration. Dep1 is also a tumor suppressor and is highly conserved in 
vertebrates. We previously identified two zebrafish dep1 genes, dep1a and 
dep1b, and showed that Dep1a/ Dep1b morphants display arterial cell fate 
decision defects. To further study the function of Dep1 during zebrafish 
development, we identified a zebrafish mutant allele of dep1a via target 
selected ENU-mutagenesis. Dep1aY272Stop (allele number hu3394) mutants carry 
a nonsense mutation in exon 3, changing a tyrosine at position 272 in the second 
FNIII domain into a stop codon causing premature truncation. Surprisingly, 
in 30hpf homozygous dep1aY272Stop embryos, arterial cell fate decision was not 
affected. In fact, homozygous dep1aY272Stop embryos develop normally until 3 
days post fertilization (dpf). However, from 3dpf, homozygous embryos do 
not show a behavioral escape response to touch, and die at around 7-8 dpf. 
Mortality was associated with increased proliferation, defects in endocrine 
pancreas morphology and increased intestinal l-fabp expression. Our data 
indicate that Dep1a protein is crucial for zebrafish survival. Furthermore 
it suggests that Dep1a regulates proliferation and organogenesis during 
zebrafish development.
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Introduction
Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) are crucial for the regulation of 

diverse cellular processes such as cell migration and differentiation. Together 
with protein tyrosine kinases (PTKS), PTPs tightly control the net amount 
of tyrosine phosphorylated proteins (Hunter, 1995). Unlike PTKs, little is 
known about PTP function during development. 

The classical PTPs are subdivided into 2 subfamilies, the cytoplasmic 
PTPs and the transmembrane PTPs, also called Receptor-like PTPs (RPTPs) 
because of their potential to signal across the membrane. RPTPs comprise 
8 subtypes characterized mostly by the presence of two PTP domains and 
differing in the complexity of their extracellular domains (Andersen et al., 
2001). The R3 RPTP subfamily, which has only one PTP domain, is composed 
of Dep1 (also known as PTPRJ, CD148 and RPTPeta), SAP-1, VE-PTP and 
Glepp1 (Alonso et al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2004; den Hertog, 1999). Dep1 
has eight fibronectin type III (FNIII) motifs in its extracellular segment. 
Expression of Dep1 is found in various tissues, including brain, liver, spleen, 
thyroid, endothelial cells and haematopoietic cell lineages (Borges et al., 
1996; Kuramochi et al., 1996; Lin et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 1997).

The generation of Dep1 mutant mice in which the FNIII domains in 
the ectodomain were still present but the cytoplasmic catalytic domain was 
substituted by in-frame green fluorescent protein (GFP) sequence (Dep1-
GFP), resulted in embryos that died at midgestation at E10.5. Homozygous 
mutant mice display growth retardation, accumulation of primitive blood 
cells, an enlarged pericardial cavity and vascular failure. These defects are 
associated with increased proliferation of endothelial cells, suggesting that 
Dep1 is implicated in endothelial growth (Takahashi et al., 2003). Recently, 
Trapasso’s group disrupted the mouse Dep1/PTPRJ gene by homologous 
recombination, generating a null mutation (Dep1-null). Surprisingly, Dep1-
null mutant mice grow normally even though they lack Dep1 protein, as 
shown by immunoblotting (Florio et al., 2001). 
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Initially, Dep1 expression was found to be 10-fold enhanced in WI-38 
human embryonic lung fibroblasts approaching confluence, hence the name 
“high cell density-enhanced PTP 1) (Ostman et al., 1994). PDGFβ receptor-
induced cell migration is abrogated when Dep1 protein expression is activated. 
Furthermore, Dep1 expression results in increased cell adhesion (Jandt et 
al., 2003). Defective motility and aberrant adhesion in Dep1 overexpressing 
cells are associated with cytoskeletal defects (Kellie et al., 2004). Dep1 is 
also expressed in cells of the immune system and is a negative regulator of 
T-cell activation via LAT and PLCγ (Baker et al., 2001; Tangye et al., 1998). In 
addition, in response to vascular injury in rat aortic endothelial cells, Dep1 
expression is downregulated in migrating and proliferating endothelial cells 
at the advancing edge (Borges et al., 1996). Taken together, these results 
suggest that Dep1 is plays an important role in cell adhesion and proliferation. 
Consistent with these observations, expression of Dep1 in human breast, 
pancreatic, colon and thyroid carcinoma cell lines suppresses their growth 
(Balavenkatraman et al., 2006; Florio et al., 2001; Iuliano et al., 2003; Keane 
et al., 1996). Therefore, Dep1 appears to act as a tumor suppressor. Indeed, 
deletion, allelic imbalance and missense mutation of Dep1 are frequently 
found in several different human cancers. Also, Dep1 is a candidate gene for 
the mouse colon-cancer susceptibility locus Scc1 (Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). It 
is proposed that the function of Dep1 as a tumor suppressor is related to its 
role in inhibition of cell migration and proliferation and in promoting cell-
matrix adhesion. 

Here, we set out to elucidate the role of Dep1 protein using a vertebrate 
model, Zebrafish. We identified a nonsense mutation early in the dep1a gene 
(dep1aY272Stop). The Y272Stop mutation is found in the second FNIII domain of 
the ectodomain of Dep1a protein. Homozygous dep1aY272Stop embryos die at 
around 7-8 days post fertilization (dpf). Mortality is associated with blood 
circulation defects, heart edema and increased proliferation. The morphology 
of the endocrine pancreas and the intestine is disrupted. 
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Results
Identification of a nonsense mutation in zebrafish dep1a gene

We used the target-selected gene inactivation (TSGI) strategy 
(Wienholds et al., 2002) to identify germline mutations in the dep1a gene. 
Based on the zebrafish Ensemble predictions, dep1a gene has two isoforms. 
The short isoform contains 16 exons whereas the long form consists of 18 
exons. The differences were found in the extracellular FNIII domain encoding 
sequences. The mutant allele dep1aY272Stop  (allele number hu3394) contained a 
nonsense mutation at position 272 in exon 3, after the second FNIII domain 
of the ectodomain, disrupting both isoforms (Fig. 1A-B).

 In situ hybridization demonstrated that the expression of dep1a was 
not different in mutant embryos compared to their siblings, suggesting that 
the messenger RNA level was not affected (data not shown). Furthermore, 
we observed a second open reading frame after the Y272Stop mutation in 
the coding sequence of dep1a which may encode a protein with 10 FNIII 
domains, two less than the full length Dep1a protein, and the single catalytic 

Fig. 1. Identification of a nonsense mutation (dep1aY272Stop , allele number hu3394) in dep1a gene. (A) 

Sequence analysis of protein alignment of wild type and homozygous embryos (upper and lower panel, 

respectively). The TAT to TAG mutation in the dep1aY272Stop allele introduces a stop codon at position 272 aa. 

(B) Schematic representation of two predicted isoforms of dep1a gene. The catalytic site cysteine is found 

in exon 17. The intracellular PTP domain is depicted in grey and the ectodomain is depicted with light 

grey stripes. The Y272Stop mutation is found in exon 3 of the dep1a gene (grey arrowhead). 
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Fig. 2. Homozygous Y272Stop 

dep1a embryos showed severe 

defects by 4 dpf and died by 5-6dpf. 

(A, C, E, G, I, siblings embryos; 

B, D, F, H, J, dep1aY272Stop mutant 

embryos). (A-B and C-D) Until 

3dpf, no morphological differences 

could be observed between siblings 

and mutant embryos. (E-F) At 4dpf, 

mutant embryos displayed heart 

edema and jaw defects (F) which 

were absent in siblings (E). (G-H) 

At 4.5dpf sibling embryos displayed 

normal morphology (G). The jaw 

defects and the heart edema in the mutant embryos worsened rapidly (H). Mutants showed more pigment and an 

increased size of the head. (I) At 5dpf, siblings were morphologically normal compared to the mutant which had 

dramatic defects (J). The grey arrowhead points to heart edema and the black arrowhead indicates the jaw. 

PTP domain. To detect whether Dep1a protein is expressed in dep1aY272Stop 
-/- embryos, immunoblotting analysis using an antibody that specifically 
recognizes zebrafish Dep1a would be useful. Unfortunately, neither the anti-
zebrafish Dep1a antibodies that we generated, nor the human anti-Dep1 
antibody recognize the endogenous zebrafish Dep1a protein. However, the 
presence of the stop codon introduced into exon 3 should ensure that only 
severely truncated Dep1a protein is produced. 

The dep1aY272Stop mutation is lethal at 5 dpf in homozygous mutant 
larvae

Mutant embryos were indistinguishable from wild type up to 
3 days post fertilization (dpf) (Fig 2A-D). However at 3dpf, dep1aY272Stop -/- 
embryos did not respond to tapping on the head or tail suggesting a CNS 
developmental or muscle defect (data not shown). 
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Then, from 4dpf until 5dpf, the general morphology of dep1aY272Stop 
-/- larvae rapidly worsened. They displayed heart edema (green arrowhead), 
slower blood circulation, jaw defects (black arrowhead) and an enlarged head 
(Fig 2E-H, Fig 3A-B). Finally, none of them survived past 7-8 dpf. Lethality 
was associated with severe peripheral edema (Fig 3D-F, red arrowhead), 
heart edema (Fig. 3B-D, green arrowhead) and absence of blood circulation. 
Furthermore, the endodermal organs such as the liver were not recognizable 
by normal light microscopy. Our results demonstrate that Dep1a is essential 
for zebrafish development. 

dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos have normal arterial/venous cell 
differentiation and vasculogenesis

Knock down of dep1a and dep1b resulted in defects in arterial 
differentiation and in ectopic venous differentiation at 30 hpf (see chapter 
2). We therefore hypothesized that arterial/venous cell fate decisions would 

Fig. 3. Mutant embryos displayed jaw defects 

and cardiac and peripheral edema. (A-B) 4dpf 

embryos. (A) Siblings showed a normal heart. 

The liver and the kidney were distinguishable. 

(B) Mutant embryos had a larger head, a jaw 

defect and heart edema. The liver and the kidney 

were affected. (C-F) 5 dpf embryos. (C-D) 

Lateral view. (C) Siblings with discernable 

liver and kidney. (D) Mutant embryos with 

generalized edema in the heart and in the jaw 

area as well as defects in endodermal organs. 

(E-F) Dorsal view. (E) Normal morphology 

of the head in siblings. (F) Edema in the eyes 

of mutant embryos and defects in pigment 

patterning. Black arrowhead - jaw; white arrowhead - heart edema; grey arrowhead - peripheral edema; black star 

- liver; black arrow - kidney. 
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be affected in dep1aY272Stop mutant larvae, even though, as described above, no 
morphological defects were seen at 30hpf. In situ hybridization using arterial 
tbx20 and grl (Ahn et al., 2000; Zhong et al., 2000) and venous dab2 markers 
(Song et al., 2004) were used to assess differences in arterial and venous cell 
fate decisions. At 30hpf, the venous marker dab2 in mutant embryos was not 
distinguishable from sibling embryos (Fig. 4A, B). These results indicate that 
venous differentiation occurs normally in the dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos. 
Furthermore, the staining of the arterial markers, grl and tbx20, were not 
reduced in dep1aY272Stop -/- embryos (Fig. 4C-F). Thus, arterial cell fate is also 
normal in mutant embryos. 
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Fig. 4. dep1aY272Stop mutant displayed normal arterial, venous and endothelial differentiation. In situ hybridizations 

were performed on 30 hpf embryos. The venous marker (dab2) was indistinguishable between siblings (A) and 

mutant (B). Two arterial markers (grl and tbx20) were used for in situ hybridizations (C-D and E-F, respectively). No 

differences in staining were observed between siblings (C and E) and mutant (D and F). Microangiography on 4dpf 

embryos showed that endothelial cells were normal in siblings (G) and in mutant embryos (H). 
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Finally, to establish whether the reduction of blood circulation at 4 
dpf in dep1aY272Stop -/- embryos is caused by defects in the functionality of the 
vessels, we performed microangiography on dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos. We 
injected Rhodamine conjugated dextran into anaesthetized embryos (Isogai 
et al., 2001). By diffusion through the vessels, this enabled us to visualize 
the complex network of endothelial cells responsible for blood circulation in 
embryos. The pattern of vessels in mutant larvae was similar to that in siblings 
(Fig.4G, H). Taken together, our results indicate that whereas morphants 
for dep1a/b show arterial/venous cell fate defects, homozygous dep1aY272Stop 

embryos are normal with respect to angiogenesis and vasculogenesis. 

Dep1a protein is important for endocrine pancreas and intestine 
development
 We studied the expression of dep1a by in situ hybridization in 6 
dpf embryos. The dep1a probe encompassed the PTP domain (chapter 2). 
Dep1a expression was found in the brain (Fig. 5A). More posteriorly, dep1a 
gene was expressed in the axial vasculature, the liver (lv) and the pancreas 
(pc) (Fig.5B). The neuromasts (n) and the skin were also positively stained 
(Fig.5B). In Y272Stop homozygous mutant embryos we detected defects 
in the morphology of endodermal organs. We therefore decided to study 
endodermal organ development in more detail. Expression of the intestinal 
ifabp marker (Mudumana et al., 2004), the liver l-fabp marker (Denovan-
Wright et al., 2000) and the endocrine pancreas insulin marker (Argenton 
et al., 1999), was analysed in 4dpf mutant embryos. The intestinal marker 
in mutant embryos showed more anterior expression compared to sibling 
embryos (Fig. 5C, D, arrow, mut n= 4/4, sib n=0/3). In addition, staining was 
sometimes also observed in the liver, which is normally stained only at very 
low level (Fig. 5C, D, arrowhead, n=2/4). The intestinal bulb seemed reduced 
in size when compared to control sibling embryos (Fig 5C, D, white stars). 
Staining for the liver marker, l-fabp, was indistinguishable between siblings 
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Fig. 5. Dep1a protein is required 

for intestine and endocrine pancreas 

development. (A-B) In situ hybridization 

was performed on 6dpf wild-type embryos. 

The dep1a-specific probe encompassing the 

PTP domain was used. Transverse plastic 

sections were at the level of the head (A) 

and more posteriorly after the otic placode 

(B). Expression of Dep1a was found in the 

fin, the skin, the brain, in neuromasts, in 

the kidney, the liver and the pancreas. (br) 

brain; (ey) eye; (in) intestine; (k) kidney; 

(lv) liver; (n) neuromast; (pc) pancreas; 

(ph) pharynx. (C-D) In situ hybridization 

using the gut-specific marker ifabp at 4dpf 

showed ectopic expression in dep1aY272Stop 

mutants. The black arrow points to ectopic 

expression anterior to the intestinal bulb 

(white star); the black arrowhead indicates 

the liver. (E-F). The liver marker, l-fapb, 

was not affected in mutant embryos at 

4dpf. (G-J) In situ hybridization using 

an insulin probe at 4dpf showed that 

dep1aY272Stop mutants exhibited defects in 

the morphology of the endocrine pancreas. 

(I-J) Higher magnification of (G-H) 

showing scattered positive cells (black 

arrow) and abnormal main batch (red 

arrow). (K-L) In situ hybridization using 

the lymphoid progenitor specific marker 

ikaros showed no obvious difference 

between mutant embryos and siblings. The 

black arrow points to the thymus. 
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and homozygous mutant embryos (Fig. 5E, F, mut n=4, sib n=5). The marker 
for endocrine pancreas was clearly disrupted in homozygous embryos (Fig. 
5G-J). By 4dpf, morphogenesis of the endocrine pancreas is normally finished 
and insulin-positive cells form a compact islet (Fig. 5G, I, red arrow) (Kim et 
al., 2006). However, mutant embryos showed abnormal split and scattered 
islet morphology. The pattern of scattered insulin cells was characterized by 
a single large patch of insulin positive cells with abnormal morphology (red 
arrow) with one patch of a smaller size located more anteriorly (black arrow) 
(Fig. 5H, J, mut n=5/8, sib n=0/4). Other mutant embryos had a single large 
patch with abnormal morphology (data not shown, mut n=3/8, sib n=0/4). 
Although not qualitative, close observation indicated that the overall insulin 
expression seemed similar to that in siblings (Fig. 5G, H). This suggested 
that the number of endocrine cells was normal. In addition, cells positive for 
insulin stayed close to the midline instead of moving to the right side, as seen 
in siblings (Fig. 5G, H). 

Since Dep1 protein has been reported to inhibit T cell activation 
(Tangye et al., 1998), thus regulating the immune response, we investigated 
whether the Dep1a mutation was causing defects in the immune response by 
looking at the thymus, which is one of the primary niches for lymphoid cells 
(Davidson and Zon, 2004). To this end, we performed in situ hybridization 
on 4dpf embryos using the marker for lymphoid progenitor cells, ikaros (Fig. 
5K, L) (Willett et al., 2001). No differences were observed in expression in 
thymus (arrow) between siblings and mutant embryos (Fig 5K-L, arrow). 
Therefore, we conclude that the absence of Dep1a protein did not influence 
the differentiation of lymphoid progenitor cells and that the thymus was 
also normally formed. Taken together, our data suggest that Dep1a protein 
is involved in intestinal and endocrine pancreas development. 
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sibling dep1a Y272Stop-/-
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Fig. 6. Enhanced proliferation in dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos. (A-B) Whole-mount immunofluorescence staining 

using anti-phosphorylated histone 3 (anti-PH3) revealed that the number of proliferative cells was greatly increased 

in the head of the dep1aY272Stop mutant and especially in a structure in the jaw (arrow in B). 

dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos displayed enhanced proliferation
 Because Dep1 protein is shown to inhibit proliferation in vitro and in 
vivo, we performed a whole mount immuno-histochemistry on 4 days old 
mutants and siblings using an anti-phosphohistone H3 antibody (Fig. 6A, B). 
In sibling embryos, almost no positive cells were found in the head (Fig. 6A). 
In contrast, dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos displayed many more cells positively 
stained for proliferation (Fig.6B). Interestingly, a specific structure found at 
the base of the jaw, anterior to the heart, was highly proliferative in mutants 
and not in siblings (Fig. 6A, B, arrow, mut n=4/5, sib n=0/4). In conclusion, 
the anti-phosphohistone H3 immunohistochemistry data confirm the role of 
Dep1 in inhibiting proliferation and show an overabundance of proliferative 
cells in homozygous dep1aY272Stop embryos. .
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Discussion
 We identified a nonsense mutation early in the sequence of the 
zebrafish dep1a gene (dep1aY272Stop). In contrast to the Dep1 morpholino knock 
downs, at 30hpf, arterial and venous differentiation in dep1aY272Stop mutant 
embryos was normal. However, homozygous mutant embryos displayed 
dramatic defects from 4dpf onwards. At 4dpf, homozygous dep1aY272Stop larvae 
showed abnormal morphology of the endocrine pancreas, altered intestinal 
marker expression and increased proliferation. Ultimately, the homozygous 
embryos died at 5-6 dpf, indicating that Dep1a is necessary for zebrafish 
development. 

 Recently, a knock out mouse for Dep1 has been generated, in 
which Dep1 protein is apparently not expressed (Dep1-null) (Florio et al., 
2001). Homozygous mutant mice are viable and fertile. No morphological 
defects are seen in organs such as the liver, the kidney and the thyroid. This 
differs considerably from the situation that we observe in zebrafish, and one 
possibility is that other members of the R3 subfamily might take over the 
function of Dep1 in mice, thereby explaining the absence of a phenotype in 
Dep1-null mice. Alternatively, the difference in results could be due in part 
to the truncated dep1a protein in zebrafish acting in a dominant negative 
fashion. This hypothesis is supported by studies in mouse where the PTP 
domain of Dep1 was replaced by Green fluorescent protein (Dep1-GFP), 
and the mutants show a dramatic phenotype in angiogenesis, increased 
endothelial proliferation and heart defects (Takahashi et al., 2003). The 
Dep1-GFP mouse expresses the ectodomain, the transmembrane and the 
juxtamembrane of Dep1 and shows a more severe phenotype than the Dep1-
null mice. Little is known about the role of the ectodomain of Dep1, but it 
is known that RPTPs are inhibited by dimerization (Jiang et al., 1999). The 
ectodomain has been shown to be necessary for SAP-1 inhibition induced 
by dimerization (Walchli et al., 2005). The ectodomain present in Dep1-GFP 
mice may be able to heterodimerize with other RPTPs thereby modifying 
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their activity and thus explaining the mouse phenotype. Alternatively, the 
truncated Dep1-GFP protein may have a dominant negative effect because 
of the presence of the inhibitory wedge-like motif in the juxtamembrane 
and this results in a dramatic effect during mice development. In dep1aY272Stop 

mutant embryos, the first two N-terminal FNIII domains might be secreted 
and have an independent role. Mutant mice, in which a truncated form 
of VE-PTP protein formed by the FNIII domains 1 to 16 was expressed, 
displayed a similar phenotype to VE-PTP knock-out mice in which the 
protein was absent (Baumer et al., 2006; Dominguez et al., 2007). In light of 
these studies, secreted FNIII domains during development seem to produce 
a loss of function phenotype, giving an indication of the role of secreted 
FNIII domains. Alternative splicing may lead in dep1aY272Stop mutant fish to 
the production of truncated Dep1 that lacks extracellular sequences. Future 
experiments need to be done to establish if this alternative protein is indeed 
expressed in dep1aY272Stop -/- embryos. 

Phenotypic analysis of arterial/venous cell fate in dep1aY272Stop mutant 
embryos showed normal cell fate decision and this result contrasts with what 
was observed in Dep1a/Dep1b morphants (chapter 2). Maternal contribution 
does not account for the difference of phenotype between dep1aY272Stop mutants 
and Dep1a/Dep1b morpholinos injected embryos because splice morpholinos 
do not target maternal mRNA. As Dep1a and Dep1b acted synergistically on 
dorsal aorta formation, Dep1b protein might rescue arterial differentiation 
in dep1aY272Stop -/- knock out fish. Indeed, Dep1b protein might be upregulated 
in dep1aY272Stop mutants in response to the lack of Dep1a protein, thereby 
rescuing early defects in cell fate decision. Until now, no available antibodies 
have been found which specifically recognize zebrafish Dep1b proteins. 
An alternative experiment would be to perform in situ hybridization with 
a dep1b probe and see whether there is enhanced dep1b RNA expression in 
mutant embryos.

We report the requirement of Dep1a in the endocrine pancreas. 
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The observed phenotype is not due to reduced pancreatic endoderm 
differentiation since the insulin expression did not appear to be decreased in 
the mutant embryos. During the first day of zebrafish development, insulin 
positive cells actively migrate posteriorly and converge medially. In mature 
islets, insulin positive cells intermingle with somatostatin-expressing cells 
and are surrounded by glucagon-expressing cells (Kim et al., 2006). Dep1 
protein is known to be crucial for cell migration and adhesion (Jandt et 
al., 2003; Kellie et al., 2004). Thus the observed phenotype in the endocrine 
pancreas in dep1aY272Stop -/- larvae may be caused by defects in cell migration 
and cell adhesion. 

Many studies have shown that Dep1 inhibits cell growth (Borges et al., 
1996; Honda et al., 1994; Kellie et al., 2004; Kuramochi et al., 1996). Moreover, 
Dep1 is also described as a candidate for being a tumour suppressor. 
Expression of Dep1 in thyroid carcinoma cell lines, breast cancer cells and 
pancreatic carcinoma cells efficiently inhibits cell growth (Florio et al., 2001; 
Iuliano et al., 2003; Keane et al., 1996). Dep1 is a key factor in somatostatin 
inhibition of proliferation in PC CI3 thyroid cells and in glioma cell lines 
(Florio et al., 2001; Massa et al., 2004). In addition, mutation in human Dep1 
affects susceptibility to thyroid carcinomas and loss of heterozygosity of Dep1 
is implicated in thyroid carcinogenesis (Massa et al., 2004). Interestingly, we 
found increased proliferation in dep1aY272Stop -/- embryos confirming this role for 
Dep1 in proliferation. Dep1 inhibition of proliferation is possibly mediated 
by reduced activity of ERK1/2 and increased stabilisation of the cyclin-
dependent kinase inhibitor p27kip1 protein (Florio et al., 2001; Iuliano et al., 
2003). Alternatively, Dep1 may inhibit VEGF-induced proliferation upon cell 
contact (Lampugnani et al., 2006). Further work would bring more insight 
into the regulation of proliferation by Dep1 during zebrafish development. 
Interestingly, we observed a specific structure in the jaw which is highly 
proliferative. The exact identity of this structure remains to be determined. 
We propose to perform colocalization studies using specific markers for 
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thyroid, parathyroid and the bulbus arteriosus, (organs found in the jaw, 
anterior to the heart (Wendl et al., 2002)), alongside a proliferative marker, 
in order to identify this structure. Finally, in light of Dep1 being a candidate 
tumor suppressor in the thyroid, it would be very interesting to see whether 
this highly proliferative structure is the thyroid. If this is the case, dep1aY272Stop 

mutant fish may recapitulate what is observed in thyroid carcinogenesis. 
We show that zebrafish Dep1a regulates endocrine pancreas 

development and proliferation. Further work should focus on describing 
whether cell migration during endocrine pancreas development is affected 
and if Dep1 also plays a role in development of the exocrine pancreas. In 
addition, it is worth further characterizing the highly proliferative structure 
in the jaw and investigating how Dep1 regulates proliferation. 
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Materials and Methods
Zebrafish maintenance and generation of dep1a mutant 
Zebrafish were maintained and staged according to standard protocols 
(Westerfield, 1995). An F1 N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU)-induced mutation 
library was screened for dep1a mutants by sequence analysis of exons 2 and 
3, according to the Hubrecht TILLING protocol (Wienholds et al., 2002). 
We identified a mutant allele dep1aY272Stop  (allele number hu3394) which 
was outcrossed to wildtype Tübingen lines. Mutants were confirmed by 
resequencing. 
In situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridizations were performed essentially as described 
(Thisse et al., 1993) except for the Dep1a in situ hybridizations in which the 
staining was developed in staining buffer containing polyvinylalcohol (PVA) 
(100mM tris HCL pH=9.5, 100mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween, 50mM MgCl2, 10% PVA, 
0.17mg/ml NBT, 0.17mg/ml BCIP). The probes we used have been described 
before: dep1a probe encompassing the PTP domain (chapter2), tbx20 (Ahn et 
al., 2000), dab2 (Song et al., 2004), grl (Zhong et al., 2000), ifabp (Mudumana et 
al., 2004), insulin (Argenton et al., 1999), l-fabp (Denovan-Wright et al., 2000) 
and ikaros (Willett et al., 2001). Embryos older than 6 dpf were partially cut 
at the level of the yolk sac extension to allow better penetration of the probe.  
After whole-mount dep1a in situ hybridization, embryos were processed for 
plastic sections using standard protocol. 
Microangiography
Rhodamine-conjugated dextran (Tetramethylrhodamine, 2.000.000 MW, 
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was injected into the heart of embryos 
slightly anaesthetized with tricaine (MS222) and they were then mounted 
in 0.8% low melting agarose (Isogai et al., 2001). Fluorescent dextran was 
visualized using a Leica fluorescence microscope. 
Phosphohistone H3 immunohistochemistry
Whole mount immunohistochemistry with anti-PH3 antibody (07-424, 
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Millipore) was performed according to standard protocols (Wienholds et al., 
2002). In short, embryos were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, overnight 
at 4oC. After several washes in PBS-0.1% Tween 20 (PBT), embryos were 
permeabilized with 15ug/ml proteinase K for 45 minutes. After refixation 
with 4% PFA for 20 minutes at room temperature, and several washes with 
PBT, embryos were subsequently blocked for at least 1 hour in blocking 
buffer (10% lamb serum, 2mg/ml BSA, 0.1% DMSO, and 1% Triton X-100 in 
PBS) and incubated with 1:250 anti-PH3 antibody overnight at 4oC. To detect 
PH3, 1:500 highly cross-adsorbed anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 555 conjungated 
antibody (A21429, Invitrogen) was used. Embryos were mounted in 0.25% 
agarose and analysed on a Leica CSLM.
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Abstract
 The receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase Dep-1 plays an important 
role in cell proliferation, migration and development. The phosphatase 
activity of Dep-1 is reported to be essential for its cellular function. By 
target selected-mutagenesis, we identified a V1596E missense mutation in 
the zebrafish dep1a gene (dep1aV1596E, allele number hu2572) that is located 
in the highly conserved Q-loop of the PTP domain. The V1596E mutation 
abrogates the phosphatase activity of Dep1. We previously described that 
the dep1 gene was duplicated in the zebrafish genome and that knock down 
of Dep1 resulted in defects during arterial differentiation. Homozygous 
dep1aV1596E embryos do not display defects in arterial differentiation or other 
morphological defects during embryonic development. Rather, they display 
an adult phenotype that becomes apparent by 7 months of age. Histological 
analysis of adult mutant organs revealed an abnormal hepatic architecture. 
In addition, PAS staining suggests that the mutant livers fail to produce 
glycogen. We conclude that the presence of Dep1b protein in homozygous 
dep1aV1596E embryos is sufficient to rescue early defects. Our results suggest 
Dep-1 phosphatase activity to be necessary for proper liver function during 
adulthood. 
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Introduction
 Protein tyrosine phosphatases are an important group of signal 
transduction enzymes which, together with protein tyrosine kinases, control 
the levels of cellular tyrosine phosphorylation (Hunter, 1995). The capacity 
of PTPs to dephosphorylate phosphotyrosine residues plays a pivotal role 
in mechanisms such as cell migration, differentiation and proliferation. 
However, unlike PTKs, little is known about the role of PTPs during 
development. 
 Classical PTPs are subdivided into two categories, the cytoplasmic 
PTPs and the transmembrane PTPs, also called Receptor Protein Tyrosine 
Phosphatases (RPTPs). The structurally conserved PTP catalytic domain (PTP 
domain) defines the membership of the PTP family. Based on PTP domain 
alignment, RPTP members are classified in eight subtypes (Andersen et 
al., 2001). The protein Dep1 (also known as CD148 and PTPeta) is part of 
the R3 subfamily, together with SAP-1, PTPβ and Glepp1 and contains one 
PTP domain, thus contrasting with most of the RPTPs which have two PTP 
domains (Alonso et al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2004; den Hertog, 1999). The 
extracellular domain of Dep1 is characterised by eight Fibronectin type III 
domains (FNIII). 

The PTP domain is characterized by 10 discrete and highly conserved 
motifs that are important for phosphatase catalytic activity of RPTPs 
(Andersen et al., 2001).The PTP signature motif or the PTP loop (M9), is 
defined by the active site sequences VHCSXGXGR[T/S]G. These residues 
form the phosphate-binding loop, which is located at the base of the active 
site cleft. The cysteine in the PTP loop (underlined) acts as a nucleophile 
and accepts phosphate transiently during catalysis. Mutation of this catalytic 
cysteine to serine abrogates all enzymatic activity. The PTP loop forms 
important hydrogen bonds with another highly conserved motif (M10), the 
catalytic-water motif also called the Q loop (QTXXQYXF) and two arginine 
residues N terminal to this motif, which are necessary for catalysis of PTPs 
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(Andersen et al., 2001). While extensive work has been performed so far on 
the regulation of the phophatase activity of the PTP domain, the roles played 
by the extracellular FNIII domains of Dep1 are not well known. Nevertheless, 
FNIII domains are similar to the ectodomain of fibronectin suggesting 
important functions in cell-cell adhesion, migration and proliferation 
(Krueger et al., 1990). 

Endogenous Dep1 expression is dramatically enhanced in human 
embryonic lung fibroblast cells in dense cultures compared to sparse cultures, 
hence the name density-enhanced PTP1 (Ostman et al., 1994). Expression 
of Dep1 is found in various tissues, including brain, liver, spleen, thyroid, 
endothelial cells and haematopoietic cell lineages (Borges et al., 1996; 
Kuramochi et al., 1996; Lin et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 1997). 
 In vitro studies show that Dep1 inhibits PDGF-stimulated cell 
migration and promotes cell-substrate adhesion and these effects are shown 
to be dependent on Dep1 phosphatase activity (Jandt et al., 2003). In Jurkat T 
cells, Dep1 inhibits TCR-mediated activation via the inhibition of the protein 
tyrosine kinase ZAP-70 and MAPK activation (Tangye et al., 1998a; Tangye 
et al., 1998b). Potential downstream targets for activated Dep1 are PLCγ, 
LAT, PDGF-receptor, Met and VEGFR-2 (Baker et al., 2001; Palka et al., 2003; 
Persson et al., 2002). Most studies describe a role for Dep1 in the regulation 
of cell growth and cell proliferation (Borges et al., 1996; Honda et al., 1994; 
Kellie et al., 2004; Kuramochi et al., 1996; Ostman et al., 1994). After vascular 
injury, Dep1 expression is downregulated in migrating and proliferating 
endothelial cells suggesting a role in regeneration (Borges et al., 1996). 

Several mouse models have been generated to study the role of Dep1 
in vivo. Mouse mutants, in which part of the PTP domain of Dep1 is replaced 
by enhanced green fluorescent protein sequences (GFP), generates mutant 
embryos which die at midgestation before E11.5 (Takahashi et al., 2003). 
Mutant embryos lacking Dep1 phosphatase activity display vasculogenesis 
defects and increased endothelial proliferation. However, a knock out mouse 
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where exons 3 to 5 of the dep1 gene have been removed by homologous 
recombination, is viable (Trapasso et al., 2006). The homozygous mutant 
mice exhibit no particular phenotype or behavioural defects and they are 
fertile. 
 A number of studies describe Dep1 as a tumor suppressor. Indeed, 
restoration of Dep1 expression in human pancreatic carcinoma cell lines, 
thyroid carcinoma and breast cancer cell lines inhibits cell growth (Iuliano et 
al., 2003; Keane et al., 1996; Trapasso et al., 2004). In rat and human thyroid 
carcinoma cell line, inhibited cell growth after Dep1 re-expression correlates 
with down-regulation of ERK1/2, up-regulation of p27kip1 and inhibition of 
PLCγ (Iuliano et al., 2003; Trapasso et al., 2000). In addition, the catalytic 
activity of Dep1 is necessary for its inhibitory role in pancreatic carcinoma 
cell lines (Trapasso et al., 2004). Dep1 is also a candidate for the mouse colon-
cancer susceptibility locus Scc1 (Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). In human colon, 
lung, breast and thyroid cancers, frequent deletion of the dep1 locus, allelic 
imbalance in loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and missense mutations are 
observed (Iuliano et al., 2004; Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). 

In this study we show that the mutation is positioned in the highly 
conserved Q-loop of the PTP domain and thereby completely abolishes the 
phosphatase activity of Dep1a protein. Homozygous mutant embryos show 
no developmental defects; however, adult homozygous mutant fish die 
around 10 months of age. Post-mortem histological analysis of the organs 
revealed defects in the hepatic architecture and showed liver failure. We 
conclude that Dep1a phosphatase activity is necessary for liver function.
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Results
Identification of a missense mutation V1596E in dep1a gene
 We previously identified the two homologues of human Dep1 in 
the zebrafish genome (see chapter 2). To further examine the function of 
Dep1 during development, we screened an extensive F1 ENU-mutagenized 
zebrafish library for mutation in the dep1a gene and found one mutant carrying 
a missense, non-conservative mutation in amino acid 1596, dep1aV1596E (allele 
number hu2572) (Fig. 1A) (Berghmans et al., 2005). This mutation is found 
in exon 18 in both isoforms, 3’ to the exon encoding the catalytic site cysteine 
(Fig.1B). 
As shown by the protein alignment in Fig 1C, amino acid 1596 is highly 
conserved in PTPs among vertebrates suggesting an important role in the 
function of Dep1. Indeed, the crystal structure of the PTP domain of RPTPα, 
another RPTP, showed that the missense mutation V1596E is located close to 
the catalytic site, in the Q loop (V/I/L)QTXXQYXF (Fig. 1D). 
The Q loop forms crucial hydrogen bonds with the PTP signature motif 
containing the catalytic site cysteine, and site directed mutagenesis against 
both conserved glutamine residues has highlighted the involvement of the 
Q loop in catalysis (Andersen et al., 2001; Salmeen et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 
1998). The amino acid change from a non-polar valine into a polar, acidic and 
relatively big amino acid, glutamate presumably resulted in a severe change, 
affecting the folding of the Q loop and the hydrogen bonds. In conclusion, our 
data suggest that we isolated a mutant fish carrying a mutation in a highly 
conserved amino acid in the Q-loop of the PTP domain of Dep1a protein. 
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Fig. 1. Identification of a missense mutation (V1596E) in a highly conserved motif in the PTP domain of 

zebrafish dep1a gene. (A) Sequence analysis of a homozygous mutant compared with wild type embryos. 

The GTG to GAG mutation in dep1aV1596E allele resulted in a Valine1596 to a Glutamate change. Upper 

panel, wild type. Lower panel, homozygous mutant. (B) Schematic organisation of the exons and structural 

domain of dep1. The missense mutation downstream of the catalytic cysteine (yellow) is represented by 

red arrows in exon 18 of the two predicted isoforms. The intracellular PTP domain is depicted in grey and 

the ectodomain is depicted with light blue stripes. (C) Alignment of protein sequences encompassing the 

mutated Valine (red box) from different RPTPs. The amino acid Valine1596 is highly conserved within 

the RPTP family. (D) V1596E mutation is situated in the Q-loop of the PTP domain. The crystal structure 

of RPTPα PTP domain is depicted in white. The catalytic site cysteine is in yellow; the two conserved 

Glutamines are in green and the position of the mutated Valine is in blue. The Q-loop is responsible for 

forming a hydrogen bond with the catalytic site cysteine. 
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The V1596E mutation results in loss of phosphatase activity of Dep1a 
protein

To investigate the effect of the V1596E substitution on the catalytic 
activity of Dep1a, we expressed the PTPdomain of the mutant and WT 
proteins as GST-fusion proteins in bacteria, purified them and performed 
a PTP assay with para-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP) as a substrate. The 
GST fusion proteins were separated on SDS-PAGE gels and stained with 
Coomassie to estimate the amount of fusion protein (Fig. 2A). The WT Dep1a 
protein showed a high catalytic activity which was dependent on the amount 
of protein, whereas the V1596E protein did not show any catalytic activity 
(Fig. 2B). 
The induction of the V1596E protein resulted in a very low amount of protein 
compared to WT Dep1a protein suggesting improper folding of the mutant 
protein. 

Fig. 2. V1596E mutation resulted in a dead catalytic activity Dep1a protein. (A) WT and V1596E PTP 

domain Dep1a GST fusion proteins after bacterial induction were loaded in a SDS-PAGE gel and stained 

with Coomassie. Two amounts of protein for the wild type protein and one for the mutant (2 left lines and 

one right line, respectively). (B) The specific activity of the bacterial recombinant protein zebrafish wild 

type and V1596E PTP domain protein was determined using a p-nitrophenylphosphate and quantified 

spectrophotometrically. 
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In addition, even though we used the same amount of protein for the 
phosphatase activity assays, the mutant V1596E proteins showed complete 
absence of catalytic activity. Our results demonstrate that the isolated dep1aV1596E 
mutant fish line encodes an inactive form of the RPTP Dep1a, allowing us to 
study the role of its PTP activity during zebrafish development. 

Dep1a phosphatase activity is not required for development and 
arterial/venous cell fate decision

Mutant dep1aV1596E embryos did not show any morphological defects 
throughout embryonic development, as compared to their siblings (data 
not shown). We previously showed that Dep1a/Dep1b knock down (Dep1a/
Dep1b-MO) using morpholinos induces arterial/venous cell fate decision 
defects as shown by arterial tbx20 expression (chapter 2). Therefore, we 

siblings dep1a V1596E -/-
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Fig. 3. Dep1aV1596E  mutant embryos had no defects in arterial/venous cell fate decisions. Clutch from 

incross of heterozygous dep1aV1596E fish were fixed at 30hpf. (A, C, E, G) Siblings. (B, D, F, H) dep1aV1596E 

mutants. The venous markers (dab2) (A, B), the arterial markers (grl, C, D and tbx20, E, F) and the vascular 

endothelial marker (ve-cadherin, G, H) were used for in situ hybridizations. 
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investigated whether the differentiation of arteries and venous cells was 
affected in dep1aV1596E mutant embryos. 

We performed whole mount in situ hybridization using the arterial 
markers grl, tbx20 and the venous markers dab2 (Ahn et al., 2000; Song et al., 
2004; Zhong et al., 2000). Homozygous dep1aV1596E mutants showed normal 
venous and arterial marker expression compared to sibling embryos at 30hpf 
(Fig. 3A-F). To establish whether vascular endothelial cells were affected, 
we examined the expression pattern of the vascular endothelial cell marker, 
cdh5/ ve-cadh5 (Larson et al., 2004). The staining of homozygous mutants was 
similar to siblings (Fig. 3G, H). 

It is noteworthy to recapitulate that the tbx20 expression defect in 
Dep1a/Dep1b morphants was rescued by co-injection of full length Dep1-WT 
and phosphatase dead Dep1a protein, Dep1a-C/S (chapter 2). As described 
in chapter 2, we injected Dep1a-MO in wild type embryos and classified the 
arterial expression of tbx20 of morphants (Fig. 4A). Co-injecting a wild type 

Fig. 4. A Dep1a-MO induced defect in tbx20 expression was rescued by co-injection of V1596E Dep1a 

construct. (A) Classification of the observed defects after Dep1a-MO injection (8 ng/ embryo): upper 

panel, no effect, normal tbx 20 expression, middle panel, mild effect, patchy tbx20 expression (orange), 

lower panel, severe effect, no tbx20 expression (dark grey). The arrow points to the position of the dorsal 

aorta. (B) Quantification of tbx20 induced phenotype in Dep1a morphants and in Dep1a-MO co-injected 

with Dep1a-WT DNA. (C) Quantification of tbx20 induced phenotype in Dep1a morphants and in Dep1a-

MO co-injected with Dep1a-V1596E RNA. 
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Dep1a construct with Dep1a-MO resulted in a significant rescue of tbx20 
(Fig. 4B). 

To assess whether the Dep1a-V1596E protein would be sufficient to 
induce a similar rescue of the morphant phenotype, we generated a CMV 
promoter-driven expression vector for mutated Dep1a, V1596E, and co-
injected it with Dep1a-MO (Fig. 4C). This also resulted in a diminution of the 
morpholino-induced arterial phenotype. These data suggest that the Dep1a 
construct encompassing a V1596E mutation lacking catalytic activity may 
rescue the Dep1a-MO induced phenotype and that Dep1a PTP activity may 
be dispensable for early zebrafish development.

dep1aV1596E mutant fish die around 10 months of age
 Homozygous larvae were grown up to adulthood and were genotyped 
after three months. Siblings and homozygous fishes were indistinguishable 
from each other. Fertility was severely reduced for homozygous males and 
absent in females. To avoid social environmental influences, homozygous fish 
were separated in single boxes. From 7 months and onwards, homozygous 
fish gradually started to lose weight. They became paler and showed balance 
defects (Fig. 5). Most of them, by 10 months of age, stayed mainly immobile 

A

B

Fig. 5. Dep1aV1596E mutant fish died 

at 10 months of age. (A) Picture of 

control sibling adult fish. (B) Picture 

of dep1aV1596E mutant fish. (A-B) 10 

months old. Homozygous mutant 

fish were paler and thinner (B) than 

siblings (A). 
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at the bottom of the tank. At that point, homozygous fish were sacrificed and 
organs were closely examined. 
Normally, the life span in zebrafish is 2 to 3 years. Homozygous dep1aV1596E 
adult fish showed serious symptoms relatively young in adulthood. Because 
the symptoms developed relatively fast and Dep1 is a major factor in cell 
proliferation, we hypothesized that regeneration was affected. We examined 
caudal fin regeneration after amputation at mid-fin levels as described (Bayliss 
et al., 2006). The recovery rate of mutant animals was similar to siblings, 
thus the regeneration capacity of dep1aV1596E -/- fish was not affected (data not 
shown). Our results show that the V1596E mutation in Dep1a dramatically 
affected the lifespan of adult zebrafish. 

Disrupted hepatic architecture and increased proliferation in liver 
of dep1aV1596E -/- adult fish
 In adult fish, even though the liver does not have multiple lobules, 
the histology is similar to the mammalian liver; consisting of differentiated 
hepatocytes, hepatic sinusoids, bile duct, portal arteries and veins. In mutant 
livers, we found disorganized hepatic architecture (Fig. 6A-D). Indeed, the 
liver displayed a spongiform pattern caused by the presence of cavities, 
which was never observed in control livers (Fig. 6A-D, cavities indicated by 
arrows indicated, n=5/8 mutant organs). 
Whether these cavities were arteries, veins, lymphatic vessels or enlarged 
sinusoids, is not clear. None of the livers from siblings showed these defects. 
In addition to the spongiform pattern observed, we saw, in some areas, more 
dramatic defects in hepatic organisation. Indeed, regions around ducts/
vessels showed a cellular morphology very different from hepatocytes and 
sinusoids (Fig. 7A, B). 
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To establish if these structures were hepatic neoplasias, we performed an 
immunohistochemistry with PCNA antibody to highlight proliferative cells. 
In control livers, there was minimal proliferation (Fig. 7C, E). Hepatocytes 
and sinusoids were mainly PCNA negative cells (Fig. 7C, E). In dep1aV1596E 

-/- liver, we observed PCNA staining in the duct/vessel and in surrounding 
cells (Fig. 7D, F, arrows). Normally, epithelial cells underlining ducts and 
vessels are PCNA positive cells, which is what we observed in mutant liver. 
However, we observed ectopic proliferative cells in surrounding lesions. 
Thus, the overall staining is increased in mutant liver compared to control, 
although this increase is not as strong as described in hepatic neoplasias 
(Haramis et al., 2006). These results show that dep1aV1596E -/- adult fish develop 
defects in hepatic organisation and display increased proliferation. 

Fig. 6. Homozygous mutant fish diplayed disrupted hepatic architecture. Paraffin sections of liver stained 

with H&E. (A) Liver of siblings. (B) Dep1aV1596E mutant liver. The liver showed a spongiform pattern due 

to the presence of cavities (arrows). (C) Higher magnification of (A). (D) Higher magnification of (B). The 

arrows point to the cavities. 
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Fig. 7. Enhanced proliferation in homozygous mutant liver. (A-B) H&E staining (A) Sibling liver. (B) 

Dep1aV1596E mutant liver with loss of hepatocyte architecture around duct/vessel (arrow). (C-F) PAS 

staining (C) Sibling liver showed positive and negative cells in the area of the duct/vessel (left and right 

arrow, respectively) and the hepatocytes were mostly negatively stained for PCNA. (D) Dep1aV1596E mutant 

liver with PCNA positive cells in the area of the duct/vessel. Upper left can be seen the intestine positively 

stained for PCNA (arrow). (E) Higher magnification of (C). The arrow points to the PCNA positive 

endothelial cells. (F) Higher magnification of (D). The arrow points to the PCNA positive duct/vessel 

area. The arrowhead shows surrounding PCNA positive tissue.
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dep1aV1596E -/- fish show liver failure
 One of the functions of the liver is to maintain blood glucose levels. 
To that end, hepatocytes store glucose as a polymeric derivative, glycogen. 

Fig. 8. The mutant liver failed to store glycogen. (A-B) Sibling liver. (C-F) Homozygous Dep1aV1596E liver. 

(A) H&E staining showed normal hepatocyte architecture, and PAS staining was homogeneous over the 

liver (B). (C) H&E staining highlighted the spongiform pattern with cavities described in previous figure, 

which did not contain PAS positive cells (D). (E) H&E staining marked a lesion where intercellular space 

between hepatocyte and sinusoids was increased. (F) This area did not contain PAS positive cells. 
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We performed a Periodic Acid-Schiff (PAS) staining, used to visualise 
glycogen in adult liver to establish their storage ability. 
In the control liver, PAS staining resulted in a dark pink staining (Fig. 8A, B). 
However, in mutant livers we observed liver lesions which did not contain 
PAS positive cells (Fig. 8C-F). Indeed, the spongiform structure in mutant 
liver was unable to store glucose (Fig. 8C, D). In other lesions, mutant 
hepatocytes and sinusoids presented more intercellular space (Fig. 8E). 
Whether these cells were hepatic cells is not clear yet. Nevertheless, this lesion 
did not contain PAS positive cells either (Fig. 8F). Our results indicate that 
liver in the catalytically dead Dep1a mutant showed various lesions which 
in turn failed to incorporate glycogen. Thus, Dep1a phosphatase activity 
seems to play a role in liver function. 
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Discussion
 In this study, we have shown that zebrafish mutant embryos 
encoding a catalytically dead Dep1a protein developed normally. However, 
homozygous adult fish died at 10 months of age. Histological analysis of 
organs showed liver failure, suggesting a role for Dep1 phosphatase activity 
in liver function. 
 Our previous work has shown that the Dep1a- and Dep1b-MOs 
knock down results in truncated, dominant negative proteins due to the 
presence of the juxtamembrane domain which contains the inhibitory wedge 
motif (Baker et al., 2001; Bilwes et al., 1996; Jiang et al., 1999). These truncated 
proteins led to defects in arterial cell differentiation in early zebrafish 
embryos (chapter2). In homozygous dep1aV1596E embryos, we did not observe 
defects in arterial specification as assessed using the arterial marker tbx20. 
Moreover, we rescued Dep1a-MO knock down by co-injection of V1596E 
mutant DNA construct suggesting that phosphatase activity of Dep1a may 
be dispensable for arterial cell differentiation. However, we propose that 
V1596E mutant DNA construct rescues Dep1a-MO induced phenotype by 
quenching the truncated Dep1a, thereby alleviating their dominant negative 
activities. These results would be consistent with the rescue experiments 
with catalytically inactive Dep1a-CS and the ectodomain Dep1a construct 
performed in chapter 2. In dep1aV1596E mutant embryos, dep1b is expressed 
normally. We suggest that Dep1b protein may make up for the absence of 
catalytically active Dep1a protein in homozygous dep1aV1596E embryos. On 
account of the presence of Dep1b, dep1aV1596E -/- embryos seem to have normal 
angiogenesis.
 A knock-in mouse in which part of the PTP domain of Dep1 is replaced 
by GFP sequences (Dep1-GFP), showed strong developmental defects in the 
dorsal aorta, in maturation of the vasculature, and in endothelial proliferation 
(Takahashi et al., 2003). This dramatic phenotype during development is in 
contrast with homozygous dep1aV1596E fish. The observed Dep1-GFP mouse 
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phenotype may be caused by the fact that Dep1-GFP protein has dominant 
activity because of the presence of the juxtamembrane encompassing the 
inhibitory wedge motif. In addition to this, Dep1-GFP mice lack part of 
the PTP domain which, besides being responsible for enzymatic activity, 
is also described to have a role in protein-protein interactions. Indeed, the 
carboxy-terminal region of Dep1 is shown to bind to proteins containing 
PDZ domains (Iuliano et al., 2001). Still, in homozygous dep1aV1596E fish, the 
full length protein was expressed and may have function in protein-protein 
interactions. 
 Interestingly, PDGF-α and PDGF-β tyrosine kinase receptor signaling 
plays a pivotal role in a variety of diseases such atherosclerosis, chronic 
inflammatory diseases and liver fibrosis. These diseases implicate tissue 
remodeling in answer to repetitive injury due to autoimmune, alcohol, 
cholestatic and metabolic diseases and have been shown to be dependent 
on receptor tyrosine kinase signaling such as PDGFR signaling. Indeed, 
in all these diseases, PDGF signaling is found to be upregulated (Bonner, 
2004; Levitzki, 2004). Importantly, Dep1 regulation of cell growth and cell 
proliferation is suggested to be mediated by the inhibition of PDGF receptor 
signaling (Jandt et al., 2003; Persson et al., 2002). Recently, Dep1 expression 
is described to be an important factor during neointima formation caused by 
vessel wall injury (Kappert et al., 2007). Neointima formation is characterized 
by the proliferation and migration of VSMCs and the subsequent deposition 
of collagens and other extracellular matrix proteins. Kappert et al show that 
increased proliferation of VSMCs correlates with increased phosphorylation 
of PDGF-β receptor and inversely correlates with Dep1 expression (Kappert 
et al., 2007), implicating a role for Dep1 in tissue remodeling following 
injuries. The dep1aV1596E -/- fish showed gradual worsening of symptoms over 
time which suggests that the liver failure might have been caused by gradual 
loss of remodeling due to repetitive lesions. In addition, we observed an 
increase in proliferation of cells surrounding ducts, which may resemble the 
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increased proliferation of VSMCs during neointima formation (Kappert et 
al., 2007). The absence of Dep1 catalytic activity in dep1aV1596E mutant fish 
may induce loss of inhibition of PDGF receptor signaling inducing ectopic 
proliferation of VSMCs, which ultimately induces liver failure. It would 
be of interest to perform specific staining for extracellular matrix proteins, 
collagens and for VSMCs on mutant liver to characterize further the lesions 
observed around the ducts/vessels. In addition, we observed that the gall 
bladder was often enlarged in dep1aV1596E mutant fish (data not shown). This 
symptom is indicative of a defect in the digestive system consistent with the 
observation that dep1aV1596E mutant fish showed liver failure.
 Allelic imbalance in loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and missense 
mutations in the human dep1 gene is frequent in several cancers (Ruivenkamp 
et al., 2002). The different polymorphisms are mostly found in the FNIII 
domains. None of the polymorphisms found are predicted to affect 
Dep1 phosphatase activity suggesting that Dep1 catalytic activity is not 
directly involved in cancers. We have not observed spontaneous tumors in 
homozygous dep1aV1596E fish suggesting that indeed catalytic activity of Dep1 
is not directly involved in cancer. However, cancer is an ageing disease and 
the homozygous dep1aV1596E fish died relatively young. Therefore, dep1aV1596E 
mutants could have been too young to develop tumors. Furthermore, as 
the zebrafish genome encodes two dep1 genes, the presence of dep1b may 
account for the absence of tumors. It may be of interest to perform chemical 
carcinogen DMBA treatment (7,12-dimethylbenz[a]anthracene) on mutant 
zebrafish larvae. This treatment may show increased susceptibility to cancer 
in the V1596E mutants. 
 Our study shows that Dep1a phosphatase activity is crucial for liver 
function during adulthood. It would be important in future experiments to 
further characterize the disrupted architecture of the liver and search for the 
primary cause of liver failure.
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Materials and Methods
Zebrafish maintenance and generation of dep1a mutant 
Zebrafish were maintained and staged according to standard protocols 
(Westerfield, 1995). An F1 N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU)-induced mutation 
library was screened for dep1a mutants by sequence analysis of exons 17 and 
18, according to the Hubrecht TILLING protocol (Berghmans et al., 2005). 
We identified a mutant allele dep1aV1596E  (allele number hu2572) which was 
outcrossed to wildtype AB and TL lines. The mutant was confirmed by 
resequencing. Genomic DNA was isolated from finclipping anesthetized 
fish. 
Phosphatase activity assay with para-nitrophenyl phosphate 
(pNPP)
Fusion proteins encompassing the wild type and V1596E mutant PTP domain 
of Dep1a were bounds to GST beads. GST-fusion proteins were run on SDS-
GEL to estimate the protein concentration. The same amounts of protein 
were used for the PTP activity assay. GST-fusion proteins were incubated 
in PTP assay buffer (20mM MES buffer, pH 6.0, 1mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 
1mM dithiotreitol, 10mM p-nitrophenylphosphatase) for 20 minutes at 30°C. 
The reactions were quenched with 0.4 M NaOH, and optical density was 
measured with a spectrophotometer at 415 nm (wavelength).
In situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridizations were performed essentially as described 
(Thisse et al., 1993). The probes we used have been described before: tbx20 
(Ahn et al., 2000), cdh5/ve-cad (Larson et al., 2004), dab2 (Song et al., 2004) and 
grl (Zhong et al., 2000). 
Morpholinos, RNA and injections
The antisense MO, Dep1a-MO, was designed to target exon-intron splice sites 
of genomic dep1a and was ordered from GeneTools (Philomath, OR, USA) 
(chapter 2). Morpholino was diluted in 1 x Danieau buffer (58 mM NaCl, 0.7 
mM KCl, 0.4 mM MgSO4, 0.6 mM Ca(NO3)2, 5 mM Hepes pH 7.6) and 1 nl 
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was injected into embryos at 1-2 cell stage in concentrations ranging from 
1-15 ng/nl. Full length zebrafish Dep1a-WT clone was obtained as described 
in chapter 2. Dep1a-V1596E was generated by PCR using oligonucleotides 
encoding the valine 1596 to glutamate mutation. mMESSAGE mMACHINE 
kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA) was used to synthesize 5’ capped sense RNA for 
the Dep1a-V1596E construct. A range of plasmid DNA (Dep1a-WT) (1-25pg/
nl) or synthetic RNA (Dep1a-V1596E ) (0.5-50pg/nl) were (co-)injected into 1 
cell stage embryos and phenotypes were assessed at the indicated stages.
Histology
Adult fish were anesthetized with tricaine (MS222) and sacrificed. The organs 
were incubated in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C for 1 day. The organs were 
then rinsed with PBSO and subsequently dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in 
xylene and infiltrated with paraffin. Sagittal paraffin sections (7μm) were 
stained with Heamatoxylin and Eosin (H&E) and Periodic Acid Shiff assay 
(PAS) using standard protocols. 
PCNA immunohistochemistry on sections
Paraffin sagittal sections were mounted on slides and deparaffinized. Sections 
were then treated with peroxidase blocking solution for 15 minutes at room 
temperature (83.2 g/l citric acid, 215.2 g/l di-sodium-hydrogen-phosphate-
2-hydrate, 20 g/l Sodium Azide and 1.5% peroxide). For antigen retrieval, 
the sections were boiled 20 minutes in 5.88 g/l tri-sodium-citrate-2-hydrate 
pH 6. Sections were blocked 20 minutes in 1% BSA/PBS and incubated with 
mouse anti-PCNA 1:100 (Euro Diagnostica) in blocking buffer at 4°C over 
night. Slides were washed in PBS 3 times (5 minutes each) and incubated at 
least 20 minutes in 0.005% BSA/PBS and then 30 minutes with biotinylated 
secondary anti mouse antibodies. Sections were rinsed 4 times in PBS (10 
min each) and developed in diaminobenzidine solution for 5 minutes.
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General discussion
Tyrosine phosphorylation of proteins is regulated by two large families of 
enzymes, the protein tyrosines kinases (PTKs), for their phosphorylation, 
and the protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs), for their dephosphorylation. 
Evidence is accumulating that aberrant protein tyrosine dephosphorylation in 
humans is the underlying cause of diseases such as inflammation (Fachinger et 
al., 1999), obesity, diabetes (Cheng et al., 2002; Elchebly et al., 1999; Klaman et 
al., 2000), autoimmune diseases (Byth et al., 1996) and cancer (Seo et al., 1997). 
It is therefore important to continue the effort to understand the function of 
proteins involved in the regulation of tyrosine dephosphorylation to develop 
new potential drug targets in these diseases. The PTP family is subdivided 
into classical PTPs, which dephosphorylate phosphotyrosine residues, 
and dual-specificity phosphatases (DSPs) that dephosphorylate serine, 
threonine and tyrosine residues. The classical PTPs encompass cytosolic and 
transmembrane enzymes, also called receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases 
(RPTPs). We focused our research on the enzyme called RPTP Dep1, which 
is member of the RPTP R3 subfamily. All PTP enzymes are characterized 
by the protein tyrosine phosphatase domain (PTP domain) that contains 
the phosphatase catalytic activity. Whereas most of the PTP members have 
two tandem PTP domains, the R3 subfamily members have one single PTP 
domain and little is known about their function during biological processes. 
We decided to study the role of Dep1 during development because there is 
relatively little information about this protein and because of some studies 
that report a role for Dep1 in tumorigenesis. 
We have chosen the zebrafish as a vertebrate model organism to study the 
role of Dep1 in development and disease. Zebrafish present unique and 
advantageous features including the transparency of their embryos, their 
development outside the mother and their high fecundity. Furthermore, 
due to the highly conserved organization of the human and zebrafish 
genomes, the majority of genetic pathways controlling signal transduction 
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are identical. Altogether, the zebrafish model provides an excellent system 
for reverse genetic approaches to analyze gene function in vivo and to study 
vertebrate developmental mechanisms as well as human diseases, including 
cancer (Lieschke and Currie, 2007). 
In this work, we have used a morpholino-mediated knock down and a target 
selected gene inactivation (TSGI/TILLING) approach to study the function 
of Dep1 during zebrafish development and disease. We identified two Dep1 
genes in the zebrafish genome, Dep1a and Dep1b. Morpholino-mediated 
knock down of both dep1 genes in zebrafish embryos resulted in defects 
in arterial/venous cell differentiation without affecting vasculogenesis per 
se (Chapter 2) (Table 1). In chapter 3, we characterized the phenotype of 
Dep1a mutant embryos containing a premature stop codon (dep1aY272Stop). 
Homozygous dep1aY272Stop embryos displayed enhanced proliferation and 
defects in the morphogenesis of the endocrine pancreas (Table 1). Furthermore, 
we isolated another Dep1a mutant fish which lacks Dep1a catalytic activity 
(dep1aV1596E). The dep1aV1596E mutant embryos developed normally but died at 
10 months of age. Mortality was associated with defects in the liver (chapter 
4) (Table 1). 
Dep1 function in angiogenesis
In chapter 2, Dep1a/Dep1b morphant embryos show reduced arterial and 
increased venous markers without affecting vascular endothelial markers 
during zebrafish development. These results suggest that Dep1 in zebrafish is 

Table. 1. Summary of 

the phenotypes due to 

the impairment of dep1 

genes expression in the 

zebrafish.
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necessary for angiogenesis and not for vasculogenesis per se, which is defined 
by the process of endothelial cells organizing in a primary vascular network. 
It has been shown that mutant mice in which part of the PTP domain of Dep1 
is replaced by Green Fluorescent Protein sequences (Dep1-GFP) (Fig.1E) 
show similar defects in angiogenesis and in the formation of the dorsal aorta 
(Takahashi et al., 2003). Moreover, a recent report in C.elegans indicates a 
role for Dep1 in binary cell fate decisions during vulval development (Berset 
et al., 2005) (Fig.2B). This worm study and our results both suggest that Dep1 
acts as a negative regulator of cell fate. In worm, primary cell fate in future 
secondary vulva cells is inhibited by Dep1 and, in zebrafish, venous cell 
fate is inhibited in future arterial cells (Fig.2A, B). By successfully rescuing 
Dep1 morphants with overexpression of constitutively active Notch during 
arterial differentiation in zebrafish, we show that Dep1 interacts genetically 
with notch5. However, in C.elegans, Dep1 acts in parallel to Notch signaling 
during vulval development. In mice, the cellular mechanism by which 
Dep1 acts during angiogenesis is not entirely clear. Even though most of 
the signaling molecules involved in arterial differentiation have been shown 
to be conserved between mice and zebrafish, none of the studied arterial 
markers in Dep1-GFP mice yolk sac are reduced in expression (ephrin-
B2, notch 1 and 4) (Takahashi et al., 2003). These observations suggest that 
another mechanism of action for Dep1 might take place in the regulation of 
cell fate in mice or that the yolk sac is not representative of the embryonic 
vessels. However, it is also possible that slight differences at the molecular 
level of these genes could not be detected because of other RPTPs taking 
over the regulation of arterial differentiation. It is worth remembering that 
another RPTP, the so-called VE-PTP is shown to be preferentially expressed in 
arteries in mouse embryos and that there are some similarities in phenotype 
between Dep1-GFP mutant mice and VE-PTP knock out mice, suggesting 
partially overlapping functions during angiogenesis in mice (Baumer et 
al., 2006; Dominguez et al., 2007). A hairy-related basic helix-loop-helix 
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transcription factor encoded by the gridlock gene, hey2, has been shown to 
specify arterial differentiation by inhibiting venous cell fate in zebrafish and 
in mice (Fischer et al., 2004; Zhong et al., 2001; Zhong et al., 2000). Recently, 
PI3K inhibitors have been described to rescue the zebrafish gridlock mutant, 
thus promoting arterial specification (Hong et al., 2006). Interestingly, 
from in vitro studies, Dep1 is reported to downregulate PI3 kinase/Akt/
PKB upon PDGF stimulation (Jandt et al., 2003). In our study, we are able 
to rescue Dep1 morpholino-mediated arterial cell differentiation defects 
by using a PI3K inhibitor, confirming that PI3K signalling is important for 

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of Dep1 proteins. (A) Zebrafish wild-type Dep1a. (B) Zebrafish truncated form 

of Dep1a and Dep1b protein induced by morpholino injections. (C) Zebrafish Dep1a mutated protein 

resulting from a premature stop codon, Y272Stop, in dep1aY272Stop mutant. Left, protein resulting from 

the stop codon. Right, protein which may be resulting from alternative splicing (D) Zebrafish catalytic 

dead Dep1a protein in dep1aV1596E mutant fish. (E) Mouse Dep1-GFP protein from Dep1-GFP mutated 

mice (Takahashi et al., 2003). (F) Absence of Dep1 protein in Dep1-null mice (Trapasso et al., 2006). (G) 

Mouse/human Dep1 protein. Stars indicate polymorphisms in dep1 genes resulting in amino acid change. 

Left, polymorphisms found in mouse colon cancer. Right, polymorphisms found in human colon cancer 

patients. 
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cell fate decision during angiogenesis and that Dep1 genetically interacts 
with PI3K (Fig.2 A). However, it remains to be determined to which signals 
Dep1 protein responds during cell fate decisions. In C.elegans, EGF/EGFR 
signalling regulates cell fate during vulval development and is upstream 
of Dep1 (Fig. 2 B). In zebrafish, VEGF/VEGFR signalling is an important 
regulator of arterial/venous cell fate decisions (Lawson et al, 2002). In tissue 
culture endothelial cells, Dep1 is described to negatively regulate VEGFR-2 
(Lampugnani et al., 2006). Therefore, it is possible that Dep1 may interact 
with VEGFR-2 during arterial differentiation. 
Furthermore, we suggest the possibility that morpholino injection induces the 
truncation of Dep1 protein in which the FNIII, the transmembrane and the 
juxtamemembrane domains are still expressed (Fig.1 B). The truncated Dep1 

Fig.2. Cell fate decision during zebrafish angiogenesis (A) and during vulval development in worm (B). 

(A) Dep1 may act at or upstream of PI3K, thus relieving the inhibition on the RAF-MEK-ERK pathway. 

This pathway regulates the expression of notch and gridlock, which ultimately results in the inhibition of 

the venous marker, EphB4 and the positive regulation of the expression of the arterial marker, ephrinB2. (B) 

Dep1 inhibits EGFR/RAS/MAPK signalling pathway in parallel with Notch, thereby inhibiting primary 

cell fate. (SUR-2) suppressor of activated let-60 Ras. 
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proteins may result in a dominant negative protein because of the presence 
of the inhibitory wedge-like motif (Bilwes et al., 1996). It is noteworthy that 
Dep1-GFP mutant mice, which show a relatively similar phenotype to Dep1 
morphants, also express truncated Dep1 protein encompassing the wedge-
like motif sequence (Fig.1 E) (Takahashi et al., 2003). In addition the mutation 
in dep1 gene identified in C.elegans and resulting in cell fate decision defects 
in vulval development is located downstream to the wedge-like motif 
suggesting the possibility of a dominant negative effect (Berset et al., 2005). 
The protein alignment of zebrafish Dep1 with human Dep1 and another 
RPTP member, RPTPalpha, shows that the protein sequence of the wedge-
like motif seems to be conserved in zebrafish (Fig. 3). 
Altogether, the model, in which the defects observed during cell fate decision 
may be caused by the dominant negative activity of truncated Dep1 protein, 
is interesting because it suggests an active role of this motif in the regulation 
of R3 subfamily members. To further explore this hypothesis, one could 
inject a construct encoding Dep1 protein formed by the ectodomain, the 
transmembrane and the juxtamembrane domains with the wedge-like motif 
in zebrafish embryos and assess defects in arterial cell fate.
Furthermore, we found that Dep1a and Dep1b act synergistically on arterial/
venous cell differentiation, suggesting redundancy between both proteins. 
This is consistent with the fact that neither dep1aY272Stop  nor dep1aV1596E mutants 

Fig. 3. Sequence alignment of the N-terminal wedge of RPTPs and zebrafish Dep1 protein. mRPTPalpha 

– mouse sequence; hRPTPalpha – human sequence; hDep1 – human Dep1; zfDep1a – zebrafish Dep1a; 

zfDep1b – zebrafish Dep1b. 
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larvae display arterial/venous cell fate decision defects similar to the Dep1 
morpholino injected embryos. Indeed, due to the presence of Dep1b protein 
and possibly other RPTPs such as VE-PTP, in dep1aY272Stop and dep1aV1596E 

mutant embryos, the early defects in angiogenesis are not observed. 

Dep1 function in proliferation
We observed that disruption of Dep1 expression caused ectopic proliferation 
during zebrafish development. Indeed, dep1aY272Stop mutant larvae and 
dep1aV1596E mutant adult fish display enhanced proliferation (chapter 3 and 
4, respectively). These results are consistent with previous studies in which 
Dep1 is described as a negative regulator of proliferation. Restoration of 
Dep1 expression in different cancer cell lines induces growth inhibition 
(Balavenkatraman et al., 2006; Iuliano et al., 2003; Keane et al., 1996; Trapasso 
et al., 2004). Furthermore, we suggest that Dep1 controls proliferation in a 
highly proliferative structure and we propose that this structure may be the 
thyroid. Since susceptibility to cancer development in the thyroid has been 
linked to mutations in Dep1, it would be important to uncover the identity 
of this structure definitively (Iuliano et al., 2004; Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). 
For instance, co-localization studies on dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos of a 
proliferative marker and a thyroid specific marker would provide definitive 
proof that this structure is the thyroid. Furthermore, analysis of the molecular 
mechanism involved in the regulation of proliferation in this organ may 
give insights into the function of Dep1 in cancer in humans (Iuliano et al., 
2004; Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). Some studies describe that growth inhibition 
induced by Dep1 in carcinoma cell line is associated with increased p27kip1 
protein level, decreased Erk1/2 activity and reduced phosphorylation level 
of PLCγ1 (Iuliano et al., 2003; Trapasso et al., 2000). Further experiments are 
required to see whether Dep1 acts through the same signaling pathways in 
the regulation of proliferation in zebrafish. Moreover, increased proliferation 
of endothelial cells has been observed in Dep1-GFP mutant mice (Takahashi 
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et al., 2003). Despite the fact that we observe reduced blood circulation 
in dep1aY272Stop mutant embryos and that we see haemorrhages in Dep1 
morphants, no evidence so far has been found showing ectopic proliferation 
in endothelial cells.
In addition, we show enhanced proliferation in the liver of adult dep1aV1596E 

mutant fish implicating a role for Dep1 catalytic activity in the regulation of 
proliferation. Indeed, Dep1 catalytic activity has previously been described 
to be essential for its ability to inhibit proliferation (Balavenkatraman et al., 
2006; Trapasso et al., 2004). 
Finally, it is noteworthy that the aspects of the regulation of proliferation and 
of development in general seem not only to be dependent on the catalytic 
activity of Dep1 but also on other regions of Dep1 such as the ectodomain, 
since dep1aY272Stop mutants have a more severe phenotype compared to 
dep1aV1596E mutant embryos. Previous observations have already led to this 
idea. For example, it is worth highlighting that the polymorphisms and 
missense mutations in the dep1 gene that have been reported to be linked to 
human colon cancers are mainly located in the ectodomain of Dep1 (Fig.1G) 
(Ruivenkamp et al., 2002). Together, these observations suggest that Dep1 
function and regulation may not only be dependent on an intact PTP domain 
but also on the presence of intact FNIII domains. Further experiments should 
focus on the function of Dep1 ectodomains during biological processes such 
as proliferation and migration. 

Dep1 during liver maintenance
Dep1aV1596E mutant fish survive through development but die relatively young 
during adulthood. In addition to the ectopic proliferation mentioned in the 
previous section, the liver in mutant fish display hepatic lesions around the 
ducts/vessels and defects in incorporating glycogen, which is indicative of 
liver failure. Interestingly, none of the generated Dep1 mutant mice display 
defects in the liver. Due to the early lethality and dramatic phenotype of 
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Dep1-GFP mice, it is probable that liver dysfunction could not be detected 
(Takahashi et al., 2003). In Dep1 knock-out mice (Dep1-null) (Fig.1 F) detailed 
gross and histological examinations of organs, such as the liver, have been 
performed and no abnormalities have been noticed (Trapasso et al., 2006). 
These observations contrast with the phenotype observed in dep1aV1596E 
mutant fish. We recall that redundancy between RPTPs might explain the 
lack of phenotype in Dep1-null mice. Since the increased proliferation in 
liver was not comparable to the level observed in neoplasia, we suggest 
that the phenotype observed is not due to the tumor suppressor function 
of Dep1. One possible explanation for the liver phenotype in dep1aV1596E 
mutant fish is that the Dep1 protein may participate in the remodelling of 
the liver in response to repetitive injuries. Tissue remodelling in response to 
inflammation due to lesions is dependent on RTK signalling, such as Ang/
Tie-2 signalling and PDGFR signalling (Jain and Munn, 2000; Levitzki, 2004). 
It is thought that PTPs may play an important role during inflammatory 
related diseases in that they counteract RTK signalling. For example, VE-PTP 
has been reported to inhibit Tie-2 receptor kinases and therefore may play a 
role in the remodelling of endothelial cells during transendothelial migration 
(Fachinger et al., 1999). Moreover, a study describes that during vessel wall 
injury, the level of PDGF-β receptor phosphorylation increases and this is 
inversely correlated with Dep1 expression which leads to hyperproliferation 
of VSMCs (Kappert et al., 2007). More work is needed to characterize the 
lesions and to understand the primary causes of the defects observed in the 
dep1aV1596E mutant liver.

Concluding remarks and perspectives
In chapter 1, we present some of the work that has been performed to gain 
insights into the function of the R3 subfamily members SAP-1, VE-PTP, 
GLEPP-1 and Dep1. Based on invertebrate model studies, RPTPs may 
have non-cooperative as well as cooperative functions. These observations 
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suggest the possibility that RPTPs may have redundant and non-redundant 
functions depending on which biological processes we are looking at. 
Therefore, it is important to choose a model organism in which we are 
able to target more than one gene at the same time when we would like 
to investigate the biological role of RPTPs. The increasing interest in the 
zebrafish as an alternative model for studying vertebrate development has 
allowed the relatively rapid development of several techniques to modulate 
gene expression by reverse genetics approaches. Thanks to the morpholino-
mediated knock down approach we have been able to simultaneously target 
the duplicated zebrafish dep1 genes, dep1a and dep1b. These experiments 
have highlighted the possible existence of a dominant negative form of Dep1 
protein in morphants, which play a role in cell fate decisions. In addition, 
based on the characterization of the two Dep1a mutants that we identified, 
we propose that both dep1 genes are important for arterial/venous cell fate 
decision. The identification of a fish in which dep1b gene is mutated may bring 
more evidence supporting this idea. Moreover, we propose that it would 
be interesting to collect a series of alleles, in which the FNIII domains of 
Dep1a protein are mutated. This may provide insight into the gene function 
and especially how relevant the FNIII domains are during diseases such as 
cancer. 
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Summary
One very important mechanism used by the cell to switch on or switch off 
the activity of proteins is based on the addition (phosphorylation) and the 
removal (dephosphorylation) of a phosphate group on tyrosine amino acid. 
Two important families of proteins are responsible for doing so: the protein 
tyrosine kinases (PTKs), which phosphorylate, and the protein tyrosine 
phosphatases (PTPs), which dephosphorylate. Aberrant protein tyrosine 
dephosphorylation is one of the underlying causes of some diseases in 
human. It is therefore very important to investigate the biological roles of 
PTPs to gain insights on their involvement in diseases. The PTPs superfamily 
is divided in ‘classical’, phosphotyrosine (pTyr)-specific phosphatase and 
the dual specific phosphatases (DSPs) that dephosphorylate pSer, pThr and 
pTyr. Classical PTPs are subdivided in two families, the transmembrane 
members, also called the Receptor Protein Tyrosine Phosphatases (RPTPs) 
and the cytoplasmic members. In this work, we focus on one member of the 
RPTPs family, the protein Dep1. We use the zebrafish as a vertebrate model 
to study Dep1 functions during development and adulthood.
We have identified in the zebrafish genome a duplication of the gene dep1: 
dep1a and dep1b. A technique being used in zebrafish is to inject small 
antisense molecules (morpholinos) in one-cell stage embryos which lead to 
the reduction of the expression of a gene of interest. To study the function of 
Dep1 during the development of the zebrafish we inject morpholinos against 
dep1a and dep1b. Injected embryos display defects in blood circulation. A 
complex network of vessels formed by endothelial cells, and subdivided into 
arterial and venous, are responsible for proper blood circulation. Detailed 
molecular analysis of gene expression in endothelial cells in injected embryos 
shows that Dep1 is important for arterial differentiation during embryonic 
development (Chapter 2). Arterial/venous cell differentiation is regulated 
by a signaling pathway involving notch3, flk1/VEGFR2 and gridlock (grl). 
In this work, we show that Dep1 is upstream of notch3 and grl and that it 
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genetically interacts with PI3K signaling. 
Next, we identify, via target selected gene inactivation (TSGI) method developed 
in the Hubrecht Laboratory, a zebrafish mutant who has a mutation in dep1a 
gene.  Dep1aY272STOP zebrafish mutant carry a mutation in the third exon in the 
extracellular domain of Dep1a which introduce a stop codon and thereby 
likely to produce severely truncated Dep1a protein (Chapter 3). Interestingly, 
dep1aY272STOP mutant embryos develop normally until 3 days post fertilization 
(dpf). Molecular markers for arterial, venous and endothelial cells do not 
display aberrant expression patterns. Nonetheless, from 3 dpf, dep1aY272STOP 
mutant embryos do not show a behavioral escape response to touch, and die 
at around 7-8 dpf. Mortality is associated with abnormal development of the 
intestine and the endocrine pancreas. Additionally, homozygous embryos 
display increased cell division confirming the involvement of Dep1 in the 
regulation of proliferation. These observations indicate that Dep1a protein is 
important for zebrafish survival.
The phosphatase activity of Dep1 is reported to be essential for its cellular 
function. In Chapter 4, we describe the phenotype (the physical appearance) 
of a zebrafish mutant (dep1aV1596E) carrying a missense mutation in the domain 
responsible for the phosphatase activity of Dep1. We show that the V1596E 
mutation abrogates the phosphatase catalytic activity of Dep1a. This zebrafish 
mutant is an important tool to study Dep1 catalytic-dependant functions. 
Interestingly, dep1aV1596E mutant embryos do not display morphological defects 
during embryonic development. However, they show an adult phenotype 
observed by 7 months of age. Indeed, homozygous fish start to loose weight, 
to become paler and show balance defects. Histological analyses of mutant 
organs reveal defects in the architecture of the liver. Furthermore, mutant 
liver show defects in glycogen storage indicative of liver failure. Finally, 
a staining for proliferation shows that the overall staining is increased in 
mutant liver. These results indicate a role for Dep1a phosphatase activity in 

liver function during adulthood.
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Samenvatting
Een belangrijk mechanisme dat door de cel gebruikt wordt om de activiteit van 
eiwitten aan en uit te schakelen is gebaseerd op het toevoegen (fosforylatie) 
en het verwijderen (defosforylatie) van een fosfaat groep op een tyrosine 
aminozuur . Hiervoor zijn twee eiwit families verantwoordelijk: de eiwit 
tyrosine kinases (PTKs), die fosforyleren, en de eiwit tyrosine fosfatases 
(PTPs), die defosforyleren. Eén van de onderliggende oorzaken van 
sommige ziekten bij mensen is een afwijkende eiwit tyrosine defosforylatie. 
Daarom is het erg belangrijk om de biologische processen van PTPs te 
onderzoeken, waaroor inzichten worden verkregen in hun rol bij ziekten. 
De PTPs superfamilie van eiwitten is verdeeld in de “klassieke” tyrosine 
(pTyr)- specifieke fosfatase en de duale specifieke fosfatases (DSPs), welke 
pSer, pThr en pTyr defosforyleren. Klassieke PTPs zijn verder onderverdeeld 
in twee families, de transmembraan eiwitten, ook wel de “receptor eiwit 
tyrosine fosfatases (RPTPs) genoemd en de cytoplasmatische eiwitten. In 
dit promotie onderzoek richten wij ons op één lid van de RPTP familie, het 
eiwit Dep1. Als vertebraat model hebben wij voor de zebravis gekozen om 
de functies van Dep1 te bestuderen tijdens de ontwikkeling en het volwassen 
worden. 
In het genoom van de zebravis is er een duplicatie van het gen Dep1 
geïdentificeerd. De zebravis heeft dus twee dep1 genen, namelijk dep1a en 
dep1b. Een techniek die gebruikt wordt in zebravissen is het injecteren van 
kleine antisense moleculen (morpholinos) in het stadium van ééncellige 
embryo’s. Dit leidt tot een specifieke reductie van de expressie van het gewenste 
gen. Om de functie van Dep1 tijdens de ontwikkeling van zebravissen te 
bestuderen hebben we morpholinos gericht tegen zowel dep1a als dep1b 
geïnjecteerd. Deze embryo’s vertonen defecten in de bloedcirculatie. Voor 
een dergelijke circulatie is een complex netwerk van vaten verantwoordelijk, 
die uit endotheelcellen bestaat en onderverdeeld is in slagaderlijke (arteriële) 
en aderlijke (veneuze) endotheelcellen. Gedetailleerde moleculaire analyses 
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van het gen expressie patroon in endotheel cellen in geïnjecteerde embryo’s 
laat zien dat Dep1 belangrijk is voor arteriële differentiatie tijdens het 
ontwikkelen van de embryo (Hoofdstuk 2). Differentiatie van arteriële en 
veneuze cellen is gereguleerd door een signaleringscascade waarbij notch3, 
flk1/VEGFR2 en gridlock (grl) zijn betrokken. In dit proefschrift laten wij 
zien dat Dep1 een vroege rol speelt in de signalering cascade, te weten voor 
notch3 en grl . Ook is het nu duidelijk dat Dep1 genetisch een rol speelt in de 
PI3K signalering.
Vervolgens hebben wij een zebravis mutant geïdentificeerd, die een 
mutatie had in het dep1a gen. Deze mutant.is gevonden door gerichte gen 
inactivatie (TSGI), een methode die is ontwikkeld in het Hubrecht Instituut. 
De Dep1aY272STOP zebravis mutant heeft een mutatie in de derde exon van 
het extracellulaire domein van Dep1a. Dit introduceert een een stop codon 
introduceert, waardoor er een extreem verkort eiwit wordt geproduceerd 
(Hoofdstuk 3). Wat interessant is dat Dep1aY272STOP mutant embryo’s zich 
normaal ontwikkelen tot drie dagen na bevruchting (dpf). Moleculaire 
markers voor arteriële, en veneuze endotheel cellen laten geen afwijkend 
expressie patronen zien. Desondanks vertonen embryo’s vanaf drie dagen 
geen vluchtrespons na aanraking en sterven rond zeven/acht dpf. Sterfte 
is geassocieerd met abnormale ontwikkeling van de dunne darm en de 
endocriene pancreas. Bovendien vertonen homozygote embryo’s verhoogde 
celdeling, wat de betrokkenheid van Dep1 in de regulatie van proliferatie 
bevestigt. Deze observaties laten zien dat Dep1a een belangrijke eiwit is voor 
het overleven van de zebravis.
Het is bekend dat de fosfatase activiteit van Dep1 essentieel is voor 
zijn functioneren in de cel. In Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijven wij het fenotype 
(eigenschappen van organisme) van een zebravis mutant (Dep1aV159E) 
die een mutatie herbergt in het domein dat verantwoordelijk is voor de 
fosfatase activiteit van Dep1. Wij laten zien dat deze V1596E mutatie, de 
katalytische activiteit van Dep1a opheft. Deze mutante zebravis is een 
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belangrijk hulpmiddel om de katalytische afhankelijke functies van Dep1 te 
bestuderen. De dep1aV159E mutant embryo’s vertonen geen defecten tijdens de 
embryonale ontwikkeling. Aan de andere kant vertonen ze wel een fenotype 
als zij volwassen zijn, vanaf 7 maanden oud. De homozygote vissen beginnen 
gewicht te verliezen, worden bleker en vertonen evenwichtsstoornissen. 
Histologische analyses van de mutante organen laten defecten in de 
architectuur van de lever zien. Bovendien laat de mutante lever defecten zien 
in de glycogeen opslag, wat duidt op leverfalen. Als laatste laat een kleuring 
voor proliferatie zien dat er een verhoogde celdeling is in de mutante lever. 
Deze resultaten tonen aan dat Dep1a fosfatase activiteit een rol speelt in het 
functioneren van de lever tijdens het volwassen worden.
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Résume 
L’activation ou l’inhibition de l’activité protéiques par les processus de 
phosphorylation/déphosphorylation sont des processus de régulation 
essentiels pour la cellule. Ce processus notamment est assuré par deux 
importantes familles de protéines qui  ajoutent ou enlèvent un groupe 
phosphate en particulier sur l’acide aminé tyrosine et qui sont nommés 
respectivement protéines tyrosine kinases (PTKs) et protéines tyrosine 
phosphatases (PTPs). La dérégulation de ces processus induite par une 
aberrante déphosphorylation de protéines peut conduire à certaines 
pathologies chez l’homme. Il est donc crucial d’élucider  les rôles biologiques 
des PTPs pour nous permettre de mieux comprendre leurs rôles dans les 
maladies. La superfamille des PTPs est divisée en plusieurs groupes :  les 
‘classiques’ qui déphosphorylent spécifiquement l’acide aminé tyrosine et 
les «dual spécifique phosphatases3 (DSPs) qui  déphosphorylent, en plus de 
l’acide aminé tyrosine, les sérines et thréonines. Les PTPs ‘classiques’ sont 
elles-mêmes divisées en deux familles, les membres transmembranaires 
aussi appelés «Récepteurs Protéines Tyrosine Phosphatases » (RPTPs) et 
les membres cytoplasmiques. Dans ce travail de thèse, nous nous sommes 
concentrés sur un des membres de la famille RPTPs, la protéine Dep1. Nous 
avons choisi comme modèle le poisson-zèbre pour étudier les fonctions de 
Dep1 pendant le développement de l’embryon et la vie d’adulte. 
Dans le génome du poisson-zèbre, nous avons identifié une duplication du 
gène dep1 : dep1a et dep1b. Les injections de morpholinos, qui est une méthode 
où l’on injecte, dans un embryon de poisson-zèbre au stade une cellule, 
despetites molécules (morpholinos) antisense qui vont réduire l’expression 
du gène d’intérêt, sont utilisées fréquemment pour étudier le développement 
embryonnaire du poisson-zèbre. Pour étudier le rôle de Dep1 pendant le 
développement embryonnaire, nous avons injecté des morpholinos contre 
dep1a et dep1. Dans ces embryons injecté, nous observons que la circulation 
du sang n’est pas normale. Un réseau complexe de vaisseaux formés par les 
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cellules endothéliales et elles-mêmes divisées en cellule artérielle ou veineuse 
est responsable pour une bonne circulation sanguine. L’analyse moléculaire 
détaillée de l’expression de différents gènes dans les cellules endothéliales 
dans les embryons injectés montrent que Dep1 est important pour la 
différentiation artérielle pendant le développement embryonnaire (Chapitre 
2). La différentiation en cellules artérielles et veineuses est contrôlée par la 
cascade de signalisation cellulaire impliquant les molécules notch3, flk1/
VEGFR2 et gridlock (grl). Nous avons montré que Dep1 est en amont de 
notch3 et grl et qu’il interagit génétiquement avec la cascade PI3K. 
Grâce à une méthode développée par l’Institut Hubrecht appelée « target 
selected gene inactivation (TSGI), nous avons identifié un poisson-zèbre 
portant une mutation dans le gène dep1a (Dep1aY272STOP). La mutation 
introduit un codon stop dans le troisième exon ce qui résulte probablement à 
une protéine sévèrement tronquée (Chapitre 3). Il est intéressant de constater 
que les embryons mutants Dep1aY272STOP  se développent normalement 
jusqu’à trois jours après fécondation. Curieusement, l’analyse moléculaire 
de l’expression de cellules endothéliales, artérielles et veineuses ne met en 
évidence aucun défaut dans leur différenciation. Néanmoins, à partir de 3 
jours, les embryons Dep1aY272STOP  ne réagissent pas par la fuite lorsqu’on les 
touche et meurent dans les environs de 7-8 jours. La mortalité est associée à 
des défauts de développement de l’intestin et du pancréas endocrine. En plus, 
les embryons Dep1aY272STOP  présentent une plus grande proportion de cellules 
en division que normal ce qui confirme le rôle de Dep1 dans la régulation 
de la prolifération. Ces résultats démontrent que Dep1 est important pour la 
survie du poisson-zèbre. 
L’activité phosphatase de Dep1 a été précédemment présentée comme très 
importante pour sa fonction cellulaire. Dans le chapitre 4, nous décrivons 
le phénotype (l’apparence physique) d’un poisson-zèbre muté (dep1aV1596E) 
dans le domaine protéique responsable pour son activité phosphatase. Nous 
démontrons qu’effectivement la mutation abolit l’activité de Dep1. Ce mutant 
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est donc très utile pour découvrir les fonctions biologiques dépendantes 
de l’activité de Dep1. Les embryons mutants dep1aV1596E ne présentent 
étonnamment aucun défaut pendant leur développement embryonnaire. 
Cependant, ils ont un phénotype à l’age adulte qui peut être identifié après 
7 mois de vie. Plus particulièrement, ils perdent du poids, deviennent 
pales et ont des problèmes dans la maintenance de l’équilibre. L’analyse 
histologique des organes a montré que l’organisation du foie est anormale. 
De plus, la capacité du foie à produire du glycogène est diminuée ce qui est 
indicatif d’un trouble du foie. Pour finir, nous observons une augmentation 
de la prolifération dans les foies provenant de mutants. Ces observations 
indiquent que l’activité phosphatase de Dep1 est importante pour maintenir 
un foie sain pendant la vie d’adulte du poisson-zèbre. 
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que contar…gracias por siempre haber estado apoyándome, hablándome y 
abrazándome. Maman, le dernier mot est pour toi…haha…merci d’accepter 
mon bordel quand j’arrive à la maison (maintenant c’est doubles rations!) et 
mes stresses ainsi que pour tes topperwares, confitures, tes colis, tes photos 
du lac…et ton amour de maman. 

It is already a long list, but there are many others that I have not mentioned 
but they were also there around, for small chats in the corridors, or outside 
smoking a “sigaretje”. Just like that…spontaneous smiles! Thank you very 
much for everything!!!!

Doei Doei,

Fiona
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